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Buzz Bocher, instructor in
Winona State University's
physical education and recreation department, knows the
value of learning outside the
classroom. And, after nearly
three months of researching,
planning, organizing, coordinating and trouble-shooting, so
do about 50 recreation and therapeutic recreation students.
Since the beginning of
spring semester, students in
Bocher's Legal and Financial
Aspects of Recreation course
and Robin Tschumper's
Program Planning course have
been planning an adventure
weekend as a class project.
"I'm a big experiential
teacher," said Bocher. "I don't
like to sit and talk to my students all the time. ... As a
teacher it's so much more
enjoyable for me to see the students doing something like this
than just sitting there and
blankly taking notes."
Set for May 5 to 7, the
weekend event is titled "WS
Challenges U" and includes
outdoor activities such as
canoeing, cave exploring,
indoor rock climbing, bird
watching, biking and a competitive eco-challenge.
Bocher said he introduced
the project to his students to
prepare them for post-graduation "real-world" situations,
foster support and interest in a
permanent adventure program
and inform students about
recreational opportunities in the
Winona area.
Sophomore Jinny Rietmann,
head of the indoor rock climbing committee, said the project
involved more work than she
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Students from the Catholic Newman Center work in a soup kitchen in Cincinnati, Ohio,
as part of their spring break mission trip.

Groups take mission trips
Raegan Isham
WINONAN

More than 55 Winona State
University students spent their
spring break helping people less
fortunate than themselves.
Students involved with
Christians in Action, the
Lutheran Campus Center,
Habitat for Humanity,
InterVarsity and the Catholic
Newman Center participated in
six different mission trips during the two-week break.
Christians in Action

A group of nine WSU students traveled to Bogota,
Columbia, from March 4
through 18 to assist at a children's orphanage. Senior Nate
Rogers said the group's focus
was to be a part of the children's
lives by remodeling the orphanage and spending time with
them.
The orphanage houses 35
children ranging in age from 2
months to 12 years old.
Between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

the students painted, installed
windows and built and installed
doors and closets for the
orphanage. The rest of their
time was spent with the children.
Rogers said he thought the
students most enjoyed the interaction with children at the
orphanage. The students spent
time tutoring, playing sports and
games, singing and showing the
children affection. He said the
group took advantage of the
time they spent with the children, whether it was getting up
at 6 a.m. to get them ready for
school or tucking them into bed
at night.
"We really poured (time) into
that two weeks, and they (children) really poured back to us,"
he said.
Some members of the group
visited the local school and
spoke to the children about culture in the United States. The
group also conducted a church
service and a prayer ceremony.
Rogers spoke about faith, three
students gave personal testi-

monies and one sang.
"The people there were really touched as well as ourselves,"
said Rogers.
Catholic Newman Center

Tom Parlin, director of the
Catholic Newman Center, took
10 WSU students and four students from Minnesota State
University, Mankato and their
director to Cincinnati, Ohio, to
volunteer in a variety of settings, including a soup kitchen,
an overnight shelter and a nursing home.
"I heard more than one (student) say their eyes were opened
to the poverty that's there, to the
needs that are out there," said
Parlin.
They also assisted with a
latchkey program and helped
with the construction of one
house for an affordable housing
project. Junior Chris Soler
thought it was great that people
gave up their spring break to
help others and said he enjoyed
interacting with the people in
Cincinnati.
See Mission, Page 10

Speaker kicks off Women's History Month
Val Karsten
WINONAN
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Paula Kamen, critically acclaimed feminist author, spoke
Thursday night in Winona State University's Stark Hall.

Critically acclaimed feminist
author and commentator Paula
Kamen spoke to about 100 people Thursday night in Winona
State University's Stark Hall
about the results of her interviews with a diverse group of
young people about the "feminist stigma" and how they strive
to overcome it.
Her first book, "Feminist
Fatale: Voices from the
`Twentysomething' Generation
Explore the Future of the
Women's Movement," documents the reactions of young
people to the "feminist" label
and is used as a women's studies
textbook at universities across
the country. She has spoken at
more than 60 universities in the
past eight years.
Kamen, a Chicago native and
visiting scholar to the women's
studies program at
Northwestern University in
Evanston, Ill., said, "Ironically,
while the original purpose of
feminism was to dismantle
these stereotypes, those aligned
with this philosophy have themselves becc.me the most rigidly
defined."
own
Kamen's
initial
encounter with the feminist stigma came when she wrote a column on women's issues such as

sexuality and abortion in her
college newspaper. Classmates
began referring to her as a "femmist fatale," which became the
title of her first book.
"I had some very similar
negative reactions to being
called a feminist," she said. "At
first I denied it; it just seemed so
ridiculous, and when I was
thinking about it ... I realized I
was one."
Kamen said she could walk
around asking people if they
believe in equal pay for equal
work, if they appreciate the
gains of the women's movement

and if their lives have been
improved because of feminism,
and they would say yes. She
said these same people would
probably have a negative gut
reaction to being called a feminist.
"I realized if this fear of
being labeled a feminist was
stopping me from speaking out,
I could imagine what it was
doing, just in general, to young
women," she said. "Young
women are very reluctant to call
themselves feminists.
Kamen said young women
today have "benefited the most
from the women's movement.
From the beginning of our lives
we have assumed more rights
and privileges than any other
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WSU to hold three
commencements
Julie Hawker

nice day without feeling uncom-
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fortable or crowded," said
Cathie Logan, assistant to the
vice president of Academic
Affairs. "They have worked so
hard; everyone should be able to
enjoy it with them."
Both ceremonies will be May
19. The first, at 9:30 a.m., will
include the colleges of Nursing
and Health Sciences, Education
and Science and Engineering.
The second ceremony, at 2 p.m.,
will include the colleges of
Business and Liberal Arts.
"It's better there are two
commencements rather than it
being packed," said senior
Jennifer Schleck, who is majoring in business administration.

Winona State University will
hold two spring commencement
ceremonies to accommodate
students, family and faculty. In

addition to the two commencement ceremonies this year,
WSU will hold its first Graduate
Students Commencement
Ceremony.
The commencements were
planned to avoid the use of tickets, allowing students to invite
all family, relatives and friends
to their graduation. In the past
students were only given four
tickets.
"We want our students and
See Women, Page 2 families to be pleased with the
;eremony and be able to have a

See Ceremonies, Page 10
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Upcoming events
LEGO robot competition April 8
The Winona State University Computer Science

Club will hold their LEGO Mindstorm robotics competition Saturday. Open to all WSU students, the competition will consist of competitors displaying their robots
and running them through a course.
For more information contact Shane Schlafe at
vamphyri@vax2.winona.msus.edu or go to
csclub.winona.msus.edu .
Walk-a-thon April 8
The Student Health Organization is sponsoring a
walk-a-thon to raise money to pay for flu vaccine and
supplies for next fall's flu prevention program. It will be
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday at Lake Winona.
Everyone is welcome to walk and contribute. The goal
is to raise $4,500. Anyone interested in walking or contributing can contact Sarah Ford at 453-0070 or Roger
Metz at 457-5682.
Ecology seminar April 10
The WSU Foundation is sponsoring Dr. Marsha
Conley's "From Bats to Bombs — Adventures of an

Eclectic Ecologist" at 10 a.m. Monday in Stark Hall,
Room 103.
Conley, director of the Carlsbad Environmental
Monitoring and Research Center at New Mexico State
University, will stay after the presentation to speak with
audience members. For more information, call Dr.
Robin Richardson at 457-5128.
Blood and Marrow Transplantation lecture April 11
The director of the Mayo Clinic's Bone Marrow
Transplant Program will present "The Progress and
Promise of Blood and Marrow Transplantation" at 7:30

p.m. Tuesday in Stark Auditorium.
As part of Winona State's "Challenging Our Minds"
Mayo Lecture Series, it is free and open to the public.
Blood Drive April 11-13
Student Senate will be hosting a blood drive for the
American Red Cross. Donation times are from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. April 11, noon to 6 p.m. April 12 and 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. April 13. To make an appointment or to volunteer
go to the student senate office or call 457-5316.
March for Parks April 15
WSU's Environmental club is hosting its 10th annual
March for Parks April 15. Sign-up is a half hour before

the walk begins at 1 p.m. at Lake Park Lodge. Funds
will benefit Great River Bluffs and Whitewater State
parks. Prizes will be given for highest pledges. For
more information, call Leila at 453-1902.
Restorative justice workshop April 19

Winona State Restorative Justice Association and
WSU criminal justice department are sponsoring an
opportunity for students and practitioners to join in a
day-long discussion of restorative justice concepts and
practices. Speakers are from police departments, AMICIS and the community empowerment program.
The workshop is from 8:15 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 19,
and admission is free. For more information, call Helen
at 457-5699.

FREEBORN, Minn, — Seven
Assosiated Press
months after it opened, an experimental high school aimed at helping recov
ering teen-age addicts stay sober and get back on their feet is
in danger of closing.
The picture is not good," said Greg Spath, principal of
United South Central High School in the neighboring town of
Wells and administrator of the Sober School.
Financial pressures on the USC district coupled with the
Sober School's own debt of at least $65,000 make It a likely
candidate to be eliminated when the school board addresses
the issue next month.
"When you're cutting approximately a half-million dollars on
the one hand, you can't be turning around and losing tens of
thousands on the other hand and go back to the community
and say, 'We're being re Oft4;
said > Carlton Frank, a
school board rile
Vocal e
There are at
tarns '"in" the Twin
Cities for recoviatn
i
OW, if any in rural
Minnesota, chemical dePeilt
District officials had figured
23 students to
break even, They've come as close at Z1,
Program boosters say the biggest problem with increasing
enrollment has been transportation, Etiecaue the program
draws from several counties, many students must travel long
distances to get there,
!Attempts to secure res 1.
legislature, foun d a-

Announcements
Teddy bear drive

Tau Kappa Elipson Fraternity's second annual teddy
bear drive runs through April 23. Teddy bears and
stuffed animals can be dropped off in barrels at County
Market, Midtown Foods, Econo Foods and the WSU
Smaug. All donations will be donated to the Winona
Police Department for distribution to children involved in
domestic abuse cases or other traumas.

For more information or to volunteer, call 452-2283
or 454-1915.
New community education classes
For more information on any of the following classes,
call 454-9450. Register at the Community Education
Office, Room 105A in the Lincoln Building, 654 Huff St.,
or call 454-9450.
•Beginning Sign Language It: Some knowledge
and experience with signing is required. The class
meets 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. for six Wednesdays beginning

today at Winona Senior High, 901 Gilmore Ave., Room
110. The cost is $30.
• Assertiveness training: Training for people with
disabilities will include interacting with roommates, coworkers and dates and being safe in the community.
The class will be 7 to 8 p.m. on three Wednesdays starting today at Winona Senior High School, 901 Gilmore
Ave., lower library. The cost is $6.
The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and
announcements turned in by Friday noon. Editors
reserve the right to edit for space and content as they
see fit.
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"Everything has changed,' Dobbe said "I want to change.
I was sick of my old self. I kind of knew it before, but I never
paid too much attention to it Now, I (want) to stay sober.'

Women's History
Month Events

Continued from Page 1
generation of women in history"
Kamen said feminism can
bring issues that are not necessarily women's issues to light,
such as population control in the
developing world. Feminism
also gives women new insight
into their identities.
According to Kamen, the
feminist stigma blocks the organization of the women's movement and prevents "consciousness-raising," or making personal issues political issues.
"Young women sort of avoid
the word feminist because it is
radical," she said. "Feminism
really overturns basic assumptions of law, politics, religion,
and sexuality, in every area.
"Often feminism questions
their basic choices they've
made in life, the behavior of
their partners or their family,
even question their own prejudices of how women should
be."
Kamen said the young people she interviewed criticized
the women's movement of the
'70s and '80s as being too narrow.

"They saw a lot of affluent
white women who only framed
the world according to their
experiences and failed to see
glimpses of others," she said.
Kamen believes a certain
type of feminism has arisen
from such individualism. The
"Cosmo brand of feminism," as
Kamen calls it, focuses on individualistic issues portrayed in
Cosmopolitan magazine.
Kamen gave the example of
a recent article on unwanted
pregnancy, in which the different options and types of abortion were addressed, but the
preservation of abortion rights
was not mentioned.
Kamen listed women who
have organized supportive clubs
as examples of "women who
feel this new sense of entitlement and new rights.
"For feminists, consciousness-raising is also the first step
in being able to call ourselves
feminists, and in doing this, we
are going from the passive to the
active."
Kamen has written a second
book, "Her Way," which

explores the sexual identity of
young women through information Kamen also obtained in
interviews with young women.
Her work has appeared in publications such as the New York
Times, the Washington Post,
and Ms. magazine.
"This is a very diverse generation," she said. "The women's
movement can't just take one
party line. We have to emphasize the whole point of feminism is to teach young women
how to think critically. We can't
stray from the basic issues of
economics, work and family to
make the movement as practical
and relevant as possible."
Kamen is critical of the lack
of young women's political
voices today and said she thinks
young women need to take a
more active role in leadership
and gender-shaping issues.
"The ultimate goal is to create a diverse and mass-based
movement with broader support," she said. "This is what all
this is about: power, the feminization of power. Feminism is
an analysis of power."

PTERS

April 6 - Poetry reading, 7

p.m., Lourdes Hall North
Lounge.
April 11 - Sarafina!, 7 p.m.,
Pasteur 120.
April 12 - FORGE-sponsored festival including a
poetry reading from 1 to
2:30 p.m., Action Theatre
from 2:30 to 4 p.m., both in
the East Cafeteria and folk
performer Jamie Anderson
at 7 p.m. in the PAC
Auditorium.
April 19 - Presentation on
solidarity in Central
America at 7 p.m. in Stark
Hall Auditorium.
April 27 - Women's health
fair and screening from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the East
Cafeteria, film and discussion on women in sports at
7 p.m. in Somsen
Auditorium and a sexual
assault survivors' vigil at
6:30 p.m. at the Senior
Friendship Center, 251
Main St.
April 29 - Musician and
storyteller at Winona Arts
Center, 5th and Franklin
streets. Admission is $5.

252 E. 3rd Street
Winona, MN 55987
507-454-1055
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Grace Place needs volunteers
Grace Place Market Square, a thrift store providing
income for Grace Place, needs volunteers to work
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. Grace Place provides a family-like environment
for unwed mothers, pregnant teens and high risk youth.

e'dgi
help," Frank said
we can pull it off
Of the stu dEi
some returned to
into trouble with the law
couldn't stay sober or viola 0
But other students have benefited .
The kids are learning and their skills; are better than they
thought they could be," said Jim Prust, the school's teacher
and director. "For the most part, they've had a sober year. For
a lot of them, they've had more success here than they
thought they'd have."
Shane Dobbe, 18, a senior from Wells, also has enjoyed
success, While
ing USC in Wells, he said, he was
about a Dt,
ent." Since he enrolled at the Sober
School,
grades have improved
Last
de the "A honor roll. Prust called
USC High School to place Dobbe's name on the honor roll
there, too. In May, he will graduate with his former USC classmates when the school holds its cornmenceiment exercises,

Women

Benefit concert May 7
Grace Place will be holding a "Savin' Grace" benefit
concert May 7 at the Black Horse Bar and Restaurant.
The concert will feature local musicians and bands, as
well as a children's sing-a-long, door prizes, games and
a pot-luck supper. A $10 donation is requested at the
door, $20 for families. All funds raised will go toward

roof restoration and exterior restoration of the Queen
Anne Victorian Home.
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`Hotties with Bodies' compete at WSU

wihona weather
t

Today looks to be partly
sunny, windy and warmer
with highs around 60. Tonight
brings a chance of showers
and lows in the mid 40s.
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Partly cloudy throughout the week with a chance
of showers and thunderstorms Friday. Highs in
the upper 50s to low 60s and lows in the 30s.
source: national weather service
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Friends, parents and students
gathered in Somsen Auditorium
in anticipation for the 15th annual Mr. WSU competition
Thursday.
After the ballots were counted Nick Dircz, sponsored by student senate, became Mr. WSU
for the year 2000, and Michael
Brinkman, sponsored by UPAC,
was runner-up.
"I thought this would be a
great way to have fun, meet new
people and to expose the fine art
of turntableism," said Dircz. "I
was happy to participate."
The 13 contestants, nominated by various WSU clubs and
associations, were Elliot Amin,
Brinkman, Dircz, James
English, Dan Gerl, Mike
Gundrum, Jamie Johnson, Matt
Johnson, Jayanth Kannaiyan,
Christopher T.H. Lustig, Nick
Phillips, Lance Strom and Jose
Ziebart.
"It's awesome that these guys

Students evaluate WSU
Missy Teff

Help will also be offered for
those who have not yet chosen a
major. Workshops and advising
Winona State University stu- sessions will be offered from 1
dents, staff and faculty will help to 4 p.m. in Howell 135.
determine future changes at
Assessment Day also proWSU as part of the second vides the opportunity for stuannual Assessment Day on dents to present their opinions
April 18.
about WSU.
As stated in an e-mail sent by
"If they've got compliments
WSU Vice President of or complaints they can get those
Academic Affairs Steven out," said Lindy Bollig, acadeRichardson, Assessment Day is mic affairs committee member
"an opportunity to look at our- who has been assisting Hatfield
selves critically and reaffirm our in the planning. "That's what
sense of direction."
Assessment Day is for.
A new activity this year will Hopefully there will be students
be online computer surveys who care and come."
based on the number of credits
Comments gathered from
each student has.
last year's Assessment Day
"The big thing is Web-based showed students had become
surveying will involve every dissatisfied with ARAMARK,
student on campus," said the university's food service
Assessment Coordinator Susan provider. Based on this input,
Hatfield.
WSU looked into and contractSophomores will also be ed the current provider,
asked to take one module of the Chartwell's.
ACT COMP exam. Last year
Aside from helping make
selected students took all five of changes at WSU, Assessment
the modules. Although not Day is used as part of the
every student will be paid for accreditation process.
taking the exam this year, at
"Your degree is only as
least one $50 prize will be given strong as the reputation of the
out for every 20 students who institution that granted it," said
take the exam. The individuals Hatfield.
with the top five scores on each
A group from North Central
exam will also receive $25.
Accreditation will be at WSU
First-year students will meet Sept. 23 to 26, 2001, to verify
in their orientation groups for all information reported in the
focus groups facilitated by stu- self-study being worked on by
dent leaders. First-year students the university. Information
who did not participate in orien- gathered from Assessment Day
tation will be assigned a group.
will play a large role in the selfJuniors and seniors should study.
check with their departments
"(The accreditors) will basiabout activities being spon- cally be verifying that everysored, such as focus groups and thing is true," said Hatfield.
surveys. Hatfield said many
One problem last year was
departments have yet to finalize the low number of students who
their Assessment Day activities. participated.
WINONAN

"I started thinking last year
that people would participate
because it's the right thing to do;
I was wrong," said Hatfield. "If
there's not a lot of participation,
we won't have it."
Causes of the low participation may include faculty and
staff who make negative comments about the day and students who worry they may be
punished for making negative
comments about professors or
their department.
"We're aware that when you
do department assessment
groups you're not going to be
totally honest because you don't
want someone mad at you," said
Hatfield.
Information
gathered
through the computer surveys
cannot be linked to individuals.
The Warrior IDs used to distribute prizes will not be linked to
any demographic information
when recalled.
Many students also considered the canceled classes a free
day. Hatfield said classes are not
canceled for the day. Any class
that meets only once a week or
after 4:00 p.m. still meets. In
addition, students should talk to
their professors about other
classes that may meet.
Currently there is no way of
enforcing participation in all
Assessment Day activities.
"At this point we don't
require it, but we expect it," said
Hatfield.
Facilitators are still needed
for several of the Assessment
Day activities.
Individuals with questions or
who would like to be a facilitator can contact Bollig in the student senate office.
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Los Angeles Unified
School District

Visit our booth at the
Minnesota Education Career Fair!
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT: www.lausd.k12.ca.us
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After strutting his stuff across the stage of Somsen
Auditorium in front of crowds of females Thursday night,
Nick Dircz was voted Mr. WSU.

were the boxer shorts contest,
group dance, talent competition
and formal wear competition.
Talents included singing,
swing and modern dancing,
karate, poem reading, stand-up
comedy, stunting, music, Dircz's
DJ performance and Strom's
performance of a risque version

of Beethoven's "Moonlight
Senata."
"It went well even though the
guys didn't get much time," said
Lisa Bell, student services committee chair. "The contestant
numbers doubled this year, and
we were really happy with the
outcome of our audience."

Live, Bonham to play at WSU
UPAC books most expensive show in years
Nick Dircz
WINONAN

Tickets went on sale Monday for Live, a
four-member alternative rock band from
Pennsylvania. They will play April 29 at
Winona State University's McCown Field
House. Singer and songwriter Tracy Bonham,
whose biggest hit was 1996's "Mother Mother,"
will open for Live.
WSU's University Program and Activities
Committee, led by Student Union Director Joe
Reed, holds spring concerts at WSU every year
and has worked on getting a band for this year's
concert since November. They received confirmation from Live and Bonham just two weeks
ago.
According to Reed, the process for obtaining
a band is extremely difficult, especially this
year.
"We (UPAC) have been working very hard
to get Live to play here," said Reed. "We hung
around for them for a while to confirm a concert
date, and we finally got it. I feel really lucky
that it worked out."
Reed, who also works as a stagehand for
concerts at the La Crosse Center, has been bidding and booking bands for the past 11 years at
WSU. He said getting Live was by far the most
difficult and expensive.
In November UPAC and Reed began bids on
several bands. Because they could only have
one bid on a band out at a time, they would have
to wait on a reply before moving on to another
band. Reed would talk with a mid-agent (someone who represents many bands and their
agents) to try to get a band that might be in the
area at the time of UPAC's scheduled dates. If

they found anyone available — as was the case
with Live, who will be playing in Mankato,
Minn., Iowa and Wisconsin — UPAC and
Reed would make an offer to the band.
According to Reed, it will cosh about
$40,000 for Live, Bonham and sound and light
production. UPAC will pay an additional
$12,000 to $14,000 for agent fees, staging,
security, advertising, catering and other miscellaneous items.
Reed said UPAC can sell up to 3,000 tickets
with each ticket costing $15. If UPAC sells out,
which Reed said is very likely, ticket sales
would reach $45,000. The remaining costs of
the concert will be taken out of student activity fee funds.
According to Reed, this will be the most
expensive concert he has set up. He said, however, students should get a break in the price of
tickets.
"We're doing this for the students," said
Reed. "And the students shouldn't have to pay
more than $15 to see the concert. We (UPAC)
are not doing this to make any money"
Sophomore and Live fan Rachael Sanford
believes the price of the concert to be very reasonable.
"I think that $15 is a low price to pay for a
big-name band like Live," she said.
"Anywhere else would charge $30 to $50. I'm
definitely going."
Freshman Lindy Bollig agreed.
"Live is a very well known band, and I'm
surprised the cost of tickets is so low," she said.
Reed said he and the members of UPAC are
extremely excited about the show.
"We have put a lot of work into this concert,
and it should be a great time," he said.

arrior Strength Club Bench & Dead Litt
Saturday April 8, Talbot Gymnasium

for WSU students $25 for all non-WSU Stu
8:30 am to 9:00 am, registration availabl
s'sK,Sai

se?

Teach in Sunny Southern California... TEACH LA!
Los Angeles Unified School District
is seeking Elementary, English, Math, Science
and Special Education Teachers
Recruiters will be in
Minneapolis to interview
and offer employment
to qualified candidates.
For more information contact.• Carol Weiner
1-800-832-2452 x6923 cweiner@lausd.kl2.ca.us

would participate," said Kelly
Walker, student and sponsor of
contestants.
Contestants had their own
style of dressing, addressing the
audience and grabbing the
judges' attention. Outfits ranged
from a mailman's workshirt to a
top hat with Mickey Mouse ears
and green sequined suspenders.
The nominees had only a
short time to complete registration forms and plan their routine
for the talent portion of the
show.
"It was too rushed," said
Strom. "It went real fast, but it
was a lot of fun. I'm glad I was
a part of it."
The masters of ceremonies
were WSU's fall 2000
Homecoming King and Queen,
Andy Hokenson and Danka
Kragulj. They kept the audience
involved and entertained and
gave out prizes, such as sun tanning lotion, using the TV program theme, "Who Wants to be a
Millionaire?"
The evening's main events

6,a()

Little Caesars Pizza
WINONA MALL
1201 GILMORE
AVE

452-8752

99
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 4-12-00

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

MEDIUM
LNG
PIZZA wi-ni

99

CRAZY BREAD
&CRAZY SAUCE!

4
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 412-00

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA TO
ENSURE SAFE DRIVING AFTER 4PM

LARGE
ONETCPPNG
PIZZA! ,

MEDIUM
OFETOPPNG
PIZZA!

PLUS TAX
EXIRES 412-00

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

SUPER! SUNDAY!
LARGE
ONE
$400
TOPPING
PIZZA!
PLUS TAX
EXIRES 412-00
SUNDAY ONLY

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY

SMALL
ONEKIPPING
PIZZAS!

99
PWS TAX
EXIRES 412-00

PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY
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Tips for
blood
donors
Bekki Anderson
WINONAN

The Winona State University
Student Senate, in association
with the Winona Chapter Red
Cross, is holding its annual
spring blood drive April 11 to
13 in the East Cafeteria.
A main concern of the Red
Cross this year is iron deficiency in students trying to donate
blood. The Red Cross recently
switched methods of testing
blood before donation from a
prick on the ear to a prick on the
finger, which the Red Cross said
is more reliable when it comes
to checking blood components.
Because of this change, approximately 100 students who came
to donate last spring were
turned down due to lack of iron.
"Students (who want to
donate) feel bad when they find
out that they can't," said Becky
Schesny, public relations committee chair and blood drive
coordinator. "Our goal is to educate the students before they
donate so they can adjust their
diet appropriately previous to
coming in."
Good sources for iron
include meat, fish, poultry, ironfortified cereals, dried beans
and peas, dark green vegetables,
dried fruit, nuts and seeds. Iron
from plants is not absorbed as
well as iron from meat, so to
improve absorption, the Mayo
Clinic Web site suggests students eat foods rich in iron in
conjunction with foods rich in
Vitamin C. Mayo does not recommend taking iron supplements unless advised by a
healthcare professional because
there can be a risk of iron overload.

April 5,
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Officers elected
March 1 —A student was followed onto campus by an unknown person and threatened
at 10:20 p.m. The incident is currently under investigation.
March 7 — Several juveniles were removed from campus due to disorderly behavior at
6:02 p.m.
March 9 —Damage was reported to areas inside Morey Hall. Lights were broken in a
hallway and lounge.
March 10 — A missing person's report was filed with security at 6:45 a.m. Family members located the individual a short time later off campus.
March 15 -- Security responded to a person having a seizure in Somsen Hall at 10:15
a.m.
March 15 — A wallet was removed from a jacket in the Smaug. The theft took place
sometime between 8 and 10 a.m. Identification cards and a Small amount of cash
were inside. The matter was referred to the director of security.
March 18 .. Two threatening phone calls from an unidentified malewere
university employee.
March 20 — A motor vehicie accident was reported at 11th' and Johnson streets at 8:50
a.m. Security stood by until police arrived.
March 23 Security received a noise complint about a subject outside of Lourdes Hall
at 1:30 a.ra, The individual was not a WSU student and was removed from campus.

Candidates speak on education
Bill Radde
W1NONAN

All six Democratic U.S.
Senate hopefuls attended a
forum held at Winona State
University Monday.
The Democratic FarmerLabor Party forum was held in
the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko
Commons. The candidates
included Mike Ciresi, Steve
Kelley, David Lillehaug, Steve
Miles and Rebecca Yanisch.
David Janiscyk could not attend
the forum, but a representative
of his campaign spoke on his
behalf.
The candidates are trying to
gain support and campaign contributions before the primaries
in June. Only one of the six candidates will likely proceed to
compete against Republican
incumbent Rod Grams.
"The DFL race is extremely
crowded," said political science
professor Jim Bromeland. "It is
very difficult to decide because
they are all worthy candidates."
WSU sophomore Becky
Boland coordinated the forum.

She called the campaign' directors and invited the candidates
to participate. The College
Democrats of Minnesota helped
reserve the space, and the
Political Science Association
provided food and beverages.
"The turnout could have
been better; maybe next time
we'll be better prepared," said
Boland.
Student Senate President
Mike Swenson led the debate
with a series of questions. The
candidates had three minutes to
answer each question.
Swenson's first question was,
"What efforts are you going to
make to improve higher education?"
Miles, a University of
Minnesota medical professor,
said equal opportunity is being
endangered by rising tuition,
less adequate aid and the gap
between middle class income
and tuition.
Former
U.S.
Attorney
Lillehaug said higher education
is critical in the global economy.
He said Congress should fund
and expand proven aid pro-

grams so those more needy students can go to college and
graduate without excessive
debt. He wants to increase programs like Pell Grants,
Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants, Perkins
Loans, Leveraging Educational
Assistance Partnerships,
Federal Work-Study and Javits
graduate fellowships.
Prominent lawyer Ciresi
said, "I am committed to providing tax relief and increased
funding for college grants,
work-study and loans. I will
also work to make learning lifelong by increasing the availability of training and skill-building
opportunities."
Yanisch would make efforts
to offer greater amounts of lowinterest loans and grants.
The forum continued for two
hours, answering numerous
"issue questions."
"I was impressed by the candidates and the range of issues
presented," said graduate student John Pittenger.

Minnesota State Universities Student
Association held annual convention
Kelly Bitter
WINONAN

The
Minnesota
State
University Student Association
held its delegates' assembly on
March 25 and 26 in St. Paul to
vote on position nominations,
discuss the budget and approve
its mission statement.
Michael
Redlinger
of
Moorhead State University was
elected MSUSA chair. He will
replace Winona State University
student Ryan Kulikowski July 1.
According to Devin Johnson,
academic affairs activity coordinator for MSUSA, the chair
election took 22 hours. Each
candidate spoke for three minutes and a question-and-answer
session followed.
The student senate presidents
from each university vote for a
candidate based on the choice of
the majority of the members
from their school, and a candidate must have five of the seven
votes to win.
"It was deadlocked at three
to four for hours," said Johnson.
"We took a two-hour break at 5
a.m. and then reconvened until
it was decided."
Jeni Startz, a WSU graduate
student, ran for chair and vicechair but lost to Redlinger and
Ryan Dunn of St. Cloud State

r

ED WARDS MINI-STORAGE
Present This Coupon to Receive:

$5.00 OFF PER MONTH
on any size storage unit.
(subject to availability)

CALL: (608) 785-1770
Offer expores June 30, 2000
E.

Employment

Employment

Employment

*SALES SCHOOL*

Minnesota Elks Youth Camp
Near Brainerd. Needs cabin counselors,
certified life guards, waterfront people,
craft specialist, naturalist, fishing specialist, music leader, camp nurse and head
counselor. From June 7-Aug 7.
Good pay + room & board EOE
Call (218) 543-5311 before May 1
(218) 963-2222 after May 1

Twin Cities Student Painters is
hiring!
Operations managers and painters for
full-time summer employment. Starting
wages: Painters $9/hr, Operations
Managers $11/hr.
Call (888) 695-1313 or access
www.tcstudentpainters.com for more info.

Earn-N-Learn at Total Training Network
76th fastest-growing new business in
America! Top Reps $30 +/HR
Average Reps $18/HR
Due to expansion we are hiring top
graduates as Inside Sales Reps. Start your
career with the industry leader-TTN.
We offer:
• Opportunity to develop your sales &
mktg skills.
• $400-$520/wk base
• Commissions, contests, bonuses &
prizes
• $30k to $50k first year
• Health and dental benefits
• Complete job training
• Convenient location
• Friday afternoons off
• Advancement opportunity
• Free training seminars
• Paid vacations
• 401k retirement plan
You offer:
• Two or Four-year degree in business
related field or two to four years proven
sales experience
• Strong commitment to success &
goals
• Desire to "Learn from the Experts"
• Ability to follow a proven marketing
system
Call (612) 595-9200 for immediate consideration. Ask for extension 2079.
www.totaltrainingnetwork.com
Wanted summer camp staff
Be outdoors and learn new skills. Gain
experience with children while earning
money. Two coed youth camps located 3045 minutes outside of Mpls metro seek
energetic responsible adults. Counselors,
maintenance, cooks and waterfront staff
needed. Training, salary, housing, and
meals. Eleven full weeks of employment.
Men and minorities encouraged to apply!
Call (651) 647-4407.

Free room and board
Earn $3050-$3275 as a lifeguard at Girl
Scout summer resident camp. Two camps
located west of the Twin Cities need
enthusiastic staff to provide campers with
memorable summer experiences. For a
complete listing of all jobs, salaries visit:
www.girlscoutsmpls.org
Summer in Chicago
Child care and light housekeeping for
suburban Chicago families. Responsible,
loving non-smoker.
Call Northfield Nannies
(847) 501-5354
Riverboat Crew
Come aboard Mississippi riverboats this
summer! Boat, office and photo crew
needed for passenger vessels in St.paul and
Mpls. Full-time seasonal positions available from APR thru OCT; variety of hours.
Start $8/hr., PLUS incentives.
Padelford Packet Boat Co.,
Harriet Island
St.Paul, MN 55107
(651) 227-1100 or (800) 543-3908
website: www.padelfordboats.com
$$$ 1,000 fund raiser $$$
No effort. Big Money!!! No investment. Work with your friends! Get a free
T-shirt too!
Call Sue at
1-800-808-7442 ext 104
-

University.
WSU students attending the
assembly included Startz,
Johnson, Kulikowski, Student
Senate President Mike Swenson
and MSUSA campus representative Nick Dircz. Formed in
1967, MSUSA represents more
than 60,000 students at
Minnesota's seven state universities: Bemidji, Moorhead, St.
Cloud, Metropolitan,
Southwest, Mankato and
Winona.
Members meet in St. Paul
once a year to lobby for lower
tuition and more financial aid
for students. Conferences are
held each month to discuss current issues.
MSUSA is divided into six
committees: academic affairs,
public relations, student services, federal legislative affairs,
state legislative affairs and cultural diversity.
The purpose of the organization is to act as an advocate for
state university student rights
and concerns.
A board of directors including the student body presidents
from each of the state universities and three statewide officers
runs MSUSA. Board members
distribute MSUSA funds and
attend meetings seven times
each year.

Need a great job that allows you
to work around your class
schedule?
Drive School Bus
approximate times 7:00 am-8:15 am &
2:45 pm-4:00 pm. Pay based on $14/hr,
plus bonus. Morning, afternoon or all day
routes. Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677
ask for Jeff
LOOKING FOR A FUN SUMMER
JOB?
Suburban Chicago family looking for an
energetic person to watch and play with
their children. Room and board included.
Drivers license a must.
Call (708) 779-9391
Opportunity in London
American Foreign Service Officer, single mother, seeks live-in nanny/housekeeper/cook in London. Room, board and
pocket money offered in return for fulltime care of two daughters (12 and 15) plus
housekeeping, cooking and tutoring. Will
be free weekdays when children are in
school, and as other duties permit, to pursue own studies. Position open in August
for a minimum of one year. Please send
letter of application, resume, and photo to
Ms. Alyce Tidball
8920 Moreland Lane
Annandale, Virginia 22003
Include names, addresses and telephone
numbers of at least three references.

s
Housing
Brand new townhomes
In Rushford, Mn, 2BR for $375; 3BR
for $430. If you answer "yes" to one of the
following questions, and you are income
qualified, you may qualify for this affordable housing opportunity.
• Are you a full-time student that is married AND currently filing a joint tax
return?
• Does your household currently receive
AFDC?
• Are you a full-time student that is currently enrolled in the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) or a similar program?
• Are you a full-time student that is a
single parent with children and none of you
are dependents on anyone else's tax return?
• Is there at least one household member residing in the unit who is NOT a fulltime student?
Scenic View Court
Rushford, MN
Equal Housing Opportunity
Stuart Management
www.stuartco.com
Scenic View Townhomes
(507) 864-7880

Wanted
Various pieces of furniture
that is sturdy and used– cheap or free for
the hauling: small dresser, easy chair,
metal kitchen chairs, TV stand, end table.
Leave message for Chris at
454-7155 ext. #48

To place an ad in the Winonan,
contact Jess or Amy in the
Winonan office at 457-5677.
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SPOTLIGHT
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See the April 12
issue of the
Winonan for
a feature on "True
West," a show
produced by WSU
students.

WSU to present `Rumpelstiltskin'

MICHAEL
CAMAVINO

Amanda Leonhardt

Technology
columnist

WrNONAN

u

nder the direction of
Vivian Fusillo, Winona
State University's
department of theater and dance
will present "Rumpelstiltskin,"
its 32nd annual children's show.
It opens at 7:30 p.m. Friday,
with additional shows at 1 and
7:30 p.m. Saturday on the
Performing Arts Center
Mainstage.
Fusillo, who said she has
been bringing "live theater to
kids who see nothing but TV
and movies" for many years,
has thoroughly enjoyed working with this year's small cast.
With most children's theater
productions she's done, there
have been about 30 cast members; "Rumpelstiltskin" has
eight.
"It's almost all new people I
haven't worked with before,"
said Fusillo. "It's a great cast."
Cast members are Saul
Borris, Ryan Clover, Don
Hinrichs, Adam Jennings
Posegate, Sarah Radtke,
Samantha Sweeney, Jacob
Wagner and Jared Wills.
"One of my favorite things
about working on children's
performances is the light, carefree and fun atmosphere," said
Clover, who plays a guard in the
show.
However, being "carefree" is
hard work. Actors are required
to be active in order to keep the
children's attention throughout
the performance.
"It's extremely physical
because it's children's theater.
It's so powerful with its movement, magic and energy," said
Fusillo.
"Rumpelstiltskin," as presented by WSU, is a slightly
altered version of the original
story. For instance, in this
year's show there is a scene
requiring audience participation.
"It's a little different from
the story I remember as a kid,"
said Clover, "but I like this one
better. It's funnier."
Fusillo said she picked
theshow because she had met
the author, Sally Netzel. and
liked her offbeat style.
Fusillo said she's also tried
to give a circus-twist to the
show by having it start with circus music in the lobby and
incorporating clown and acro-

My Own Non-Virtual Space

Batman and cookies

N

Lisa N1. Sanders/WrNoNAN

Above: Saul Borris, who
plays Rumpelstiltskin in
WSU's 32nd annual children's show, scares
Samantha Sweeney and
Jared Wills during
rehearsals of the play.
Left: Queen Sarah
Radtke, Ryan Clover, Don
Hinrichs, Jacob Wagner
and Adam Jennings
Posegate practice for the
upcoming show. Tickets
are $5 for adults, $4 for
faculty, staff and senior
citizens and $3 for WSU
students and children 12
and younger. For reservations or more information,
call the Box Office at 457-

5235.
batic moves.
The cast expects the show
will be enjoyable for any age
even though it's considered a
children's production.
"1 think the show has humor
and color for kids but is wellwritten to reach older audiences," said Clover.
Fusillo stressed the point of
children's theater is the *children.
"Every child is really important to us," she said. "We're

building audiences for live theater. We have a reputation of
putting forth our best. I think
it's one of the best things WSU
gives to the community."
Fusin() said she always
receives a huge response from
the students and faCulty of
schools that attend.
About 3,500 students are
expected to attend this year's
performance, and Fusillo said
they've already started a waiting list for next year.

Besides the energy put forth designed the colorful costumes.
The PAC Box Office will be
by the director and cast, a lot of
work is done behind the scenes open noon to 5 p.m. today and
Thursday. Tickets will also be
to make the shows successful.
Third-year student Erika available from noon to 8 p.m.
Hanson designed the set, and Friday and Saturday. Tickets are
third-year student Stephen $5 for adults, $4 for faculty,
Kellner did the sound. Junior staff and senior citizens and $3
Shawn McGerr designed the for WSU students and children
12 and younger. To make reserprogram and served as publicity
manager, while professor E.M. vations or get more information,
Lewis IV designed the lighting. call the Box Office at 457-5235.
And as part of her senior cap- ,
stone project, Aimee Sue Mikl

`The Skulls' was better kept secret
he thriller
"The
Skulls"
opened last weekend. The movie is
rated PG-13 for
Movie
violence, has a
reviewer
running time of
120 minutes and
stars Joshua
Jackson.
Most of you will enjoy this movie. And although I
agree "The Skulls" definitely isn't bad, I must also say
it isn't really good.
Before I tell you the synopsis, let me inform you the
Skulls is not a secret society. Everyone knows about the
group and, to some extent, what it does. It is elite but
by no means secret.
Luke McNamara (Jackson) has broken away from
his delinquent past by working hard and getting into an
Ivy League school. He is worrying about the future
with his friends Will and Chloe (very hot) when he is
chosen to join the mysterious Skulls, an extreme group
of men with lots of power (based in blackmail). Most
importantly, the rules of the Skulls are above the rules
and laws of the outside world.
Like the closely-knit family Luke never had, the
Skulls take care of him and he helps take care of them.
After being hazed into the Skulls, Luke has success
thrust upon him in the form of cars, women, fine
clothes and acceptance letters from law schools. Of
course being a Skull also has a price, and Luke isn't

T

OTICE: Reading this article will add your e-mail
address, phone number
and favorite tofu flavor to my vast
database of Winona State
University students. Are you still
reading? If this article were
online, almost all of you still
would be. This isn't a pleasant
thought, but whenever you go
online you are being tracked. Two
articles I read recently involve privacy. Although different in subject, they shared a similar message: Privacy and consumer rights
• need defining.
The first article, from Salon,
involves the program Napster, a
program that allows people to
share MP3 files over the Internet.
Musicians and recording companies are throwing a fit — again -over this because "artists should
get paid for their work," while
Napster users say, "Why should I
have to pay $17 for one good song
while the rest suck?" Indeed.
The second article, from
MSNBC, discusses one of the
newer marketing trends: Getting
shoppers to give out friends' email accounts in exchange for discounts and free products. Since
most people delete e-mail from
companies, they hope you'll read
it if it's from a friend. Now it's the
customers who are P.O.
I'll get back to those articles in
a moment, but first I want to make
you more aware of just how much
your privacy is compromised
online. Next time you're at a
Windows 9x computer, hit the
Start button, select Find, Files or
Folders. Type in cookies.txt in the
Named box, and hit Find Now.
When the file is found, doubleclick on it. You'll get a list of
every site that saved a setting or
preference while using Netscape.
What does all that code mean?
Well if you've been to www.batmanbeyond.com , it records how
far you've gotten in their game. If
you've been to tv.yahoo.com , it
saves the zip code you entered.
Wait, aren't these cookie things
supposed to be bad? I heard they
record your credit card number
and order Breastny Spears CDs.
Sites can be bad, or at least too
intrusive, such as when
RealNetworks was collecting personal info along with what music
you listened to whenever
RealPlayer was used. Collecting
listening data is considered OK,
but not with personal data, and
definitely not without the user
knowing it.
This is what the second article
is about. If you sign your friends
up, you have to expect the company will bombard them. After all,
they are giving you a discount on
your khakis. Or are you a jean per:
son? In any case, you have to
expect the site wants to get something for a service it provides.
What it does collect, however,
should be spelled out and easily
accessible.
As
for
the
Napster/my.mp3.com/DVD
decoder fight over consumers
copying music and videos, companies need to realize it has
always happened — have they
forgotten about audio and VHS
tapes? — and always will happen.
I'm not saying it's right to
make illegal copies, but consumers and companies need to
work together to create a more
controlled Internet for everyone.
"The Price of Freedom is Eternal
Vigilance."
Michael Canavino is the technology columnist for the Winonan.
He can be reached via e-mail at
Ivinonantech@yahoo.com .

allowed to discuss the group in any detail with his C'mon, "I'm going to challenge you to a duel?" This is
friends, causing immediate and inevitable social ten- the movie's big climax; you've got to be kidding! After
sion among them.
being a fairly decent, entertaining and even exciting
Will, Luke's roommate, secretly begins to gather movie, "The Skulls" ends with the ridiculously stupid.
information for a tell-all article on the Skulls. Shortly
"The Skulls" isn't a bad movie, and it did many
after infiltrating the Skulls' headquarters, Will commits
things well (music). It'll be a great movie to rent, but it
suicide. But the circumstances surrounding Will's might (barely) be good enough to see in theaters. Just
death are suspicious, and Luke starts looking for beware of the ending.
answers. Luke's search for the truth unveils the darker
Hint: At least "Dawson's Creek" is new this week.
side of the Skulls. Now, instead of living the good life,
Jonathan Doc Wondra is the movie reviewer for the
his life is a matter of survival.
Winonan. He can be reached via e-mail at titusnbelMost of my friends liked the movie. Kate loved mont@holmail. corn.
Jackson, but she is more than a little biased.
I think she was slightly distracted by her
own drool. I would have to agree with my
friend Pat, who really dug the crew race at
March 31 to April 2
the beginning. The scene wasn't important to
the overall story, but it was fun.
1. Erin Brockovich
$14.2
I've seen "The Skulls" before ... whet it
was called "The •irm." Sure, it's not a bad
2. The Road to El Dorado
$12.5
story; but nevertheless, it's still the same
3. The Skulls
$11.4
story. For God's sake, "The Skulls" even
4. Romeo Must Die
$9.7
uses the same loud music scene. Yeah, it's
5.
High
Fidelity
$6.4
definitely bad when a movie is annoyingly
6. American Beauty
$5.8
unoriginal.
Random question: If there are so few
7. Final Destination
$5.2
Skull members worldwide, then why. are
8. Mission to Mars
$3.4
eight people inducted from only this one
$2.4
9. Here on Earth
school?
10.
Whatever
it
Takes
$2.4
The worst part of the movie was the end
— which of course spells doom. The end
Numbers are reported in millions
was, to say the very least, tragically horrible.

Box office results
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New York
Times
bestsellers writin
Hardcover Fiction part II
1.

con

(S)

"Beowulf'

by Seamus
Heaney
(translator)
2. "The
Brethren"
by John Grisham
3. "Bridget Jones: The
Edge of Reason" by
Helen Fielding
4. "Carolina Moon"
by Nora Roberts
5. "Daughter of Fortune"
by Isabel Allende, Margaret
Sayers Peden (translator)

Hardcover Nonfiction 1."The Art

Know your characters.
Know what their favorite
drink is, who they'd vote
for in the upcoming election (if
they'd vote), whether they
love or hate cats. Know their
phobias, their quirks, their
deepest fears, their hopes and
dreams and aspirations. Even
if you never use any of it in the
story, know your characters
like you know your immediate
family. Then what they do will
ring true - and let them do
what they are going to do, even
if it screws up your story.
Don't try to bend your characters to fit into a preconceived
plot; let them lead you along.
6.) Revise, revise, then
revise some more. Set your
material aside for a week or

5

Col uinniSt

The world of Oz

write because
I don't know what I
think until I read
what I say."
Flannery O'Connor
two to gain some distance
from it. Then try to read it
objectively, as if someone else
wrote it. And do not hesitate to
take the axe to your florid
prose. As you revise, remember William Faulkner's advice
to "kill all your darlings."
Hold the critic in check while
you're writing, because your
inner critic will hamstring you.
But once you're ready to

rewrite, let the critic loose.
Janet Burroway puts it this
way: "This conflict is between
right brain and left brain - the
spatial., playful, detail-loving
creator, and the linear, cataloging, categorizing critic. The
critic is an absolutely essential
part of the writing process.
The trick is to shut him or her
up until there is something to
criticize."
7.) Get your hands on a
good book or two for writers.
In these columns I can only
skim the surface. A writers'
handbook will get
into
specifics of style: plot, theme,
active/passive language, dialogue, etc. I highly recommend
"The Art of Fiction" by John
Gardner and "Becoming a
Writer" by Dorothea Brande.
8.) -Fake a creative writing
course. Don't just rely on the
well-meaning but biased praises of family and friends. Find
others who can judge your
work critically. Join a writers'
group. Avoid one where everyone sits around fruitlessly patting each other on the back.
Also avoid one where the
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members are mostly interested and move on, you'll never get
in belittling one another and anywhere. Fear of rejection is
making you feel as if you have a great impediment to many
no right being there. Find one creative people.
where good constructive critiAnd be realistic. Don't feel
cism as well as encouragement crushed if "The New Yorker"
is offered and received.
rejects your first story.
9.) Once you feel your work Magazines like that receive
is ready to be seen by the hundreds of submissions per
world - or at least by an edi- week. Less than I percent of
tor - pick up the latest edition submissions get bought, and
of "Writer's Market." It will most of those are by writers
give you the information you with agents. You might want to
need about manuscript format, adjust your sights, maybe start
rights and so forth. It will tell out with small press magazines
you what types of material a that only pay in contributor
magazine accepts, what the copies to build up some credword limits are and other such its.
crucial information. Without
I hope that helps. Now it's
this preliminary knowledge, time for me to get back to my
you'll waste a lot of postage. novel - chapter four. Oh, one
Don't send your work out until last note for other would-be
it's the best you can make it. novelists, which encouraged
Never send a first or second me when I read it (I forget
draft.
where): If you only write one
That said, let me add there page a day, every day ... in one
comes a point when you've year you'll have 365 pages.
either got to set a piece aside
Nick Ozment is a columnist
or send it out. It is possible to for the Winonan and can be
over-revise and kill the life of reached via e-mail at
a piece. If you are such a per- Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.
fectionist that you can never edu.
bring yourself to finish a work

of •

`Tiny dancers and candles in the wind'

Happiness: A
Handbook for
Living"
by Dalai
Lama, et al.

Student-produced show to open April 12
Sam Shepard's "True West," produced by Winona
State University students, will be performed at 7:30
p.m. April 12 and 13 in the Performing Arts Center DBM
Theater. Limited seating.is available. Admission is free.

2. "The Bodyguard's
Story: Diana, the Crash
and the Sole Survivor"
by Trevor Rees-Jones et
al.
3. "The Death of

Innocence: The Untold
Story of JonBenet's
Murder and How its .
Exploitation
Compromised the
Pursuit of Truth" by
John and Patsy
Ramsey
4. "From this Day
Forward" by Cokie and
Steven Roberts
5. "Georgians: Duchess
of Devonshire" by
Amanda Foreman

Paperback Fiction 1. "bittersweet" by
Danielle
Steele
2. "Certain
Prey"
by John Sandford
3. "A Certain Smile" by
Judith Michael
4. "The Cider House
Rules" by John Irving
5. "The Girl Who Loved
Tom Gordon" by
Stephen King

Paperback Nonfiction 1."Angela's
Ashes: A
Memoir" by
Frank
McCourt
2. "Black
Hawk Down"
by Mark Bowden
3. "A Child Called 'It':
One Child's Courage to
Survive" by David J.
Pelzer and Dave Pelzer
4. "The Elegant

Universe: Superstrings,
Hidden Dimensions and
the Quest for the
Ultimate Theory"
by Brian Greene
5. "Girl, Interrupted"
by Susanna Kaysen

Brad ArnOld/SPECIAL TO

THE WINONAN

Jenny Yap (left) and Fauzia Hajad perform a Malay candle dance at Saturday's
Malaysian American Chapter's 17th annual dinner in the Smaug.

Steely Dan picks up where it left off
Steely Dan
'Two Against Nature'
he incomparable songwriting team of Walter
Beck and Donald Fagen,
better known as Steely Dan, has
returned after a 20-year hiatus.
Unlike many classic rock stalwarts who stage "comebacks,"
Becker and Fagen are not trying
to re-live past rock star glories,
but are simply picking up where
they left off with their last
album, 1980's "Gaucho."
Becker and Fagen have
never been the rock-star types.
After a disastrous tour promoting their second album, the
magnificent "Countdown to
Ecstasy," the duo disbanded its
road band and swore off touring
forever. Steely Dan became a
studio band with a line-up that
changed with every album
(except Becker and Fagen, of
course), and a vehicle for Fagen
and Becker's songs.
Steely Dan's music has
always been groundbreaking,
dark yet peppy, cryptic, jazzinflected music, hovering by the
fringes of pop music. Today the
"Dan's" music is not only a
classic rock radio staple, but
also provides beats and samples
for hip-hop records.
On the new album, "Two
Against Nature," Becker and

T

Music

Fagen slide farther away from
rock and closer toward jazz. At
first listen the album seems so
mellow and jazzy that it almost
drifts away, but with another listen the hypnotic collage of
organ/piano, guitar, bas, percussion and horns grabs the soul by
the ears and forces it to take
notice. Steely Dan lays down
some heavy yet subtle grooves
that are seriously lacking in
most of today's popular music.
The musicianship of the backing band, several different studio guitarists, percussionists,
keyboardists and backing vocalists, is superb.
Becker; a talented and accomplished guitar player who is
credited with most of the bass
and guitar on the album, doesn't
play complex leads but weaves
and ducks over, under and
around the grooves.
Fagen's smooth vocals are
better than ever, although they
too are as subtle as Becker's
guitars. The lyrics are darker

and twisted, but their creepiness
is underplayed by Fagen's often
tongue-in-cheek, peppy delivery. The first single off the
album, "Cousin Dupree," is a
twisted love song about a guy
trying to bed his younger
cousin. The lyrics are stories
about haunting women and
drugged-out down-on-theirluck losers. Combine the wacky
lyrics that mention blood, maggots, drugs, sex, incest, sorrow
and bliss with jazz heavy rock
grooves and you have one hell
of a compelling album.
On the title track, "two
against nature," Fagen sings,
"Two against nature love this
gig/Pull up the weeds before
they're too damn big/Two
against nature stand
alone/Who's gonna drop the
boom on things to go/Two
against nature make them
groan/Gonna go bang-zoom to
the moon on things unknown."
With these words two talented musicians and songwriters
have told the world that Steely
Dan's hat is back in the ring.
Well I don't think it was ever
gone.

Mark Liedel is the music
reviewer for the Winonan and
can be reached via e-mail at
wakko333@hotmail.com .
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. "Maria Maria," Santana featuring the product G&B
2. "Say My Name," Destiny's Child
3. "Breathe," Faith Hill
4. "Amazed," Lonestar
5. "'Bye 'Bye 'Bye," 'N Sync
6. "Thong Song," Sisdo
7. "There You Go," Pink
8. "Show Me The Meaning Of Being Lonely," Backstreet Boys
9. "Get it On Tonite," Mantel! Jordan
10. "That's The Way It Is," Celine Dion

Minnesota Opera season tickets now on sale
Season tickets are now on sale for the Minnesota
Opera's 2000-2001 season, which includes Turandot
by Puccini, The Capulets and the Montagues by Bellini,
Street Scene by Weill, The Barber of Seville by Rossini
and Pagliacci/Carmina Burana by Leoncavallo/Orff.
Music professor Suzanne Draayer will take WSU
faculty, staff and students on the following Sundays:
Nov. 12, Feb. 4, Feb. 25, April 1 and May 13. All performances are at 2 p.m.
To buy season tickets, which include perks such as
advance information, cassette tapes and early renewal
for the next season, call the Minnesota Opera at (612)
333-6669 during normal business hours. Prices for the
five operas range from $110 to $315.
Contact Draayer at 457-5255 after buying tickets so
she can arrange transportation.
Folk singer to perform at WSU Friday
The American Sign Language Club at Winona State
University will sponsor its seventh annual John
McCutcheon concert at 7 p.m. Friday in Somsen
Auditorium. The concert will be presented with an artistic sign language interpreter.
McCutcheon is a world-renowned folk singer who
has received many awards for his music, including a
Grammy nomination for "Summersongs."
Tickets are $11 for general admission and $6 for
those with a WSU ID, senior citizens and children
younger than 12. They are now on sale in the ASL Club
office in the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons.
For more information or to reserve tickets, call the
ASL Club at 457-2430 (voice) or 457-2431 TTY.
Forum to explore Buddhism
A forum titled 'The Many Images of Buddhism" will be
held from 7:30 to 9:15 p.m. Thursday at the Toner
Student Center at Saint Mary's University. It is free and
open to the public. Registration and social hour begins
at 7 p.m.
Roger Jackson, noted author and religion professor
at Carleton College in Northfield, Minn., will speak about
the fundamental ideas and practices of this ancient and
widespread religion and how it has been represented in
Asia and the West. Audience members may ask questions after the presentation.
Part of Minnesota International Center's "Religion
and World Affairs" series, the presentation is sponsored
in part by SMU, Winona State University, the city of
Winona, the Lutheran Campus Center, Project FINE
and the Winona Daily News.
Percussion Day to be held at WSU April 15
The Winona State University department of music
and the Minnesota Chapter of the Percussive Arts
Society will present the Annual Minnesota Day of
Percussion April 15 at the WSU Performing Arts Center.
This event will feature drumset artist/clinician Gregg
Bissonette, marimba artist/clinician Rebecca Kite and
the California State University/Long Beach Steel Drum
band directed by Michael Carney.
Performances and clinics will be from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Admission is free. The WSU Percussion Ensemble
will join Bissonette, Kite and the California bands for an
evening concert at 7:30 p.m. Concert admission is $5
for adults and $3 for students and senior citizens.
Ensembles from various local and area schools will
visit throughout the day.
For more information, call WSU Director of
Percussion Studies Rich MacDonald at 457-5259, or email him at rmacdonald@vax2.winona.msus.edu .

Arts and Variety briefs are included when space
permits. The Winonan accepts all briefs submitted by
Friday noon. Editors reserve the right to edit briefs as
they see fit.
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2000 River City Classic

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Left: Winona State University pitcher Andy Davis delivers a pitch during Saturday's game against Bemidji State
University. Led by Davis, the Warriors defeated the Beavers 18-2. Above: WSU's Kyle Simon (1) makes contact
with a pitch during Friday's game against the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. The Pointers limited WSU to
seven hits and only two runs in a 6-2 victory.

River city split: Warriors win two, lose two
Mike Kaebisch, Jason Schulte
and Tony Furman
WINONAN

The Winona State University baseball team split doubleheaders on both
Friday and Saturday to finish the 2000
edition of the fourth annual River City
Classic with a 2-2 record.
The Warriors (12-9) managed to
win their first and last games of the
tournament, while dropping the two
games in between.
WSU defeated Bemidji State
University 18-2 and St. Scholastica 61, while falling to the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point 6-1 and
Viterbo College 3-2 in eight innings.
All four games took place on the
Warriors' home turf at Loughrey Field.
Warriors 18, Beavers 2

WSU scored eight runs in the first
three innings against the Beavers (Ill) and coasted to an easy 16-run win.
Every Warrior starter, with the
exception of catcher Ryan Yahnke,

managed at least one hit against BSU
as WSU lit up the scoreboard with 20
hits.
"Our pitchers were behind a lot,"
said Beavers coach Jim Grim. "(WSU)
just hit the ball."
Eight of the Warriors' 20 hits came
off BSU starter Nick Holmquist as he
allowed seven runs in one and onethird innings of work.
Five of those eight hits came in the
first inning, as WSU sent eight hitters
to the plate and came away with four
runs.
Jason Denzer, Travis Zick, Luke
Short, Nick Altavilla and Scott
Pitzenberger each had hits in the opening inning for the Warriors.
However, it was the play of fifthinning substitution Jeff Dobbertin that
highlighted WSU's offensive explosion.
Dobbertin, a freshman from
McHenry, Ill., singled, doubled and
tripled while scoring two runs and driving in five in only three at-bats.

inning when he allowed a leadoff double to Nate Olson and a home run to
Shawn Ross.
"(Davis) did a variety of things
with his pitches, and he moved the ball
around well," said Grob.
Josh Loewen relieved Davis in the
sixth inning and tossed two innings of
one hit ball.

"The (Viterbo game) was
very disappointing. We
shot ourselves in the
foot. (Against BSU) we
played relaxed and got
some timely hits."
Gary Grob
WSU baseball coach
"He did a superb job," said WSU
coach Gary Grob.
Pitzenberger also had three hits for
the Warriors, while Denzer, Short,
Altavilla, Travis Welch and Nolan
Gilbertson each contributed a pair of
hits.
The offensive support was more
than enough for WSU starter Andy
Davis. He allowed five hits and one
walk, while striking out six in five
innings of work.
His only lapse came in the fourth

V-Hawks 3, Warriors 2 (8 innings)

The win over the Beavers helped
get the Warriors back on track after
an extra inning loss to Viterbo.
"The (Viterbo game) was very
disappointing," said Grob. "We shot
ourselves in the foot. (Against BSU)
we played relaxed and got some
timely hits."
Against the V-Hawks (16-10) the
Warriors committed six errors,
which led to three unearned runs.
"(WSU) just didn't make the
plays, and we took advantage of it,"
said Viterbo coach Dale Varsho.
Warriors starting pitcher Dan
Weinkauf allowed only four hits in

WSU splits with cross-town rival Cardinals
Kelly Kirby
and Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

Jenny Bulter/WiNoNAN

Winona State University sophomore pitcher Cyndy
Schubbe winds up to deliver a pitch during Saturday's
nonconference doubleheader with Saint Mary's
University at the SMU Field. WSU won the first game
3-1, but fell in the second 1-0.

Pitching
dominated
Saturday's nonconference doubleheader between the Winona
State University softball team
and cross-town rival Saint
Mary's University.
In Game 1, Warrior pitcher
Cyndy Schubbe tossed a complete game four-hitter as WSU
defeated the Cardinals 3-1 at the
SMU field.
But behind the pitching of
Teisha Smith, who scattered six
hits in a complete game effort,
the Cardinals rebounded in
Game 2 to edge the Warriors 10 and gain the split.
Jamie Benedict, Angie
Shellum and Kristi Anderson
paced the Warriors (12-10)
offense in the first game as each
had a pair of hits.
Shellum also managed a double and an RBI, while Anderson
managed to score two runs.
Kari Webers and Rachel
Seifert each managed to contribute RBIs for WSU as seven
of the nine Warriors starters

reached base via a base hit.
The three runs were more
than enough for Schubbe as she
allowed two walks and struck
out two.
Angie Wright led the
Cardinals (10-3) with a single
and a run scored, while Jennifer
Meyer, Jacyln Huegel and Laura
Miller each contributed hits.
SMU ace Jill Hocking suffered the loss as she allowed 10
hits, while walking two and
striking out three.
In the second game, the
Warriors again hit the ball well,
managing six hits, but no one
managed to cross the plate as
WSU suffered the shutout loss.
Webers managed two of the
Warriors six hits, while Seifert
and Shellum also contributed
singles.
But SMU pitcher Teisha
Smith proved to be too much for
the Warriors to handle.
Smith allowed six singles,
while striking out five and
walking none.
WSU
pitcher
Katie
Maschman also pitched well,
allowing six base hits in a comSee Rivals, Page 8

— Michigan State coach Tom Izzo on
guard Mateen Cleaves' return from an
ankle injury in the Spartans NCAA
Championship win over Florida.

See Split, Page 9

Cleaves leads Spartans
Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS
Mateen Cleaves was quite a
sight.
He needed crutches so he
could stand and some help
from his dad with the championship trophy. One of the
nets was wrapped around his
neck and tears rolled down
his cheeks.
"This is what I came back
here for," he said Monday
night after leading Michigan
State to its second national
championship with an 89-76
victory over Florida.
Many thought Cleaves
would be playing in the NBA
this season. Instead, he led
the Spartans to their first title
since 1979.
He was impressive in the
first half, breaking Florida's
press as Michigan State built
a 43-32 lead, In the second
half, he was their limping
leader after rolling his right
ankle.
"This is as storybook as it
gets for Mateen," said
Michigan State coach Tom

Izzo. "He gave up a lot of
money, a lot of things to be
back here,"
Michigan State's first title
was memorable because of
Magic. Its second will be
remembered because of
Mateen,
It was 21 years ago that
the championship game
between Michigan State and
Indiana State — Magic vs,
Larry Bird — changed the
landscape of college basketball.
This one may not have had
the magnitude, but it bad the
drama thanks to Cleaves.
"He has the heart of a lion.
He has done it for four years,
not just one," said Izzo.
"That's why you love him.
He's what our program
embodies."
Johnson watched the victory from the stands of the
RCA Dome and was on the
court to celebrate with the
current Spartans.
"I knew they were going
to win, especially when
See Spartans, Page 9

Winona Scoreboard

Quota of the Week
"I told them he'll be back. Let's not
get our heads down. I just knew.
He has the heart of a lion. He has
done it for four years."

seven and one-third innings of work
while walking four and striking out
three, but he suffered the hard luck
loss.
Making the loss, his first of the
season, even harder to take was that
he didn't allow a earned run.
"(Weinkauf) didn't deserve to
lose," said Grob. "Our defense just
made too many costly mistakes."
Pitzenberger led the WSU offense
with a 3-for-4 outing, while Mike
Van Eperen added a pair of doubles
and two runs scored.
Kyle Simon added a pair of sacrifice flies to plate both WSU runs.
Cullen McDermott was the only
V-Hawk player to get multiple hits
as he singled twice and added a
stolen base. Lucas Hoff gained the win for
Viterbo by throwing one and twothirds innings of one-hit relief off
starter Ben Burt.

Baseball

Winona State
Bemidji State

18
2

Viterbo
Winona State

3
2

UW-Stevens Point
Winona State

6
2

Winona State
St. Scholastica

6

Winona State
Iowa State

9-4
3-3

1

Softball

Winona State
Saint Mary's

3-0
1-1

Saint Cloud State 1-1
Winona State
0-0
Women's tennis

UW-La Crosse
Winona State

5
4

Track

Winona State
Southwest State

9
0

Winona State
Moorhead State

6
3

Winona State

11th

WINONAN
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WSU tennis team wins two, falls once
Kelly Kirby and Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN

Winona State University No. 3 singles player Jill
Leenderts returns the serve of Moorhead State's Amy
Fuoss during Sunday's Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference match at St. T's Tennis and Sports.

The Winona State University women's
tennis team won two of its three matches
this past week.
The Warriors dropped a nonconference
match to the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse 5-4 on Wednesday, before opening
the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference season with victories over
Southwest State, 9-0 on Saturday, and
Moorhead State, 6-3 on Sunday.
The NSIC victories helped put the
Warriors in poition to come away with
the conference crown with two NSIC
matches remaining.
"Were excited to play all the teams in
the NSIC," said WSU coach Greg
Whitmore. "We are looking forward to
trying to bring the NSIC trophy back
home to Winona."
The Warriors haVe two conference
matches remaining this season. Both are
on the road.
One of those matches is against
defending NSIC champion the University
of Minnesota-Duluth.
WSU seems to be heading in the right

Warriors blanked by St. Cloud State
Kelly Kirby and
Mike Kaebisch
WINONAN

The Winona State University
„softball team initiated its new
softball diamond at Maxwell
Field on Thursday, however no
Warrior managed to cross home
plate as Saint Cloud State
claimed a pair of 1-0 victories in
a nonconference doubleheader.
Huskies' pitcher Karissa
Hoehn tossed back-to-back 11
strikeout complete games and
limited the Warriors to only a
total of 10 hits in earning both
wins.

"We were up against one of
the most outstanding pitchers in
the country," said WSU coach
Larry Holstad.
In Game 1 WSU was limited
to a pair of hits, coming off the
bats of Kari Webers and Jenny
Fabian.
The Huskies, the No. 4
ranked team in the NCAA
Division II national poll and No.
1 ranked team in the North
Central Region, managed seven
hits off Warrior starter Cyndy
Schubbe.
But Saint Cloud State could
only mange one run, coming on
a Hoehn sacrifice fly in the second inning.

Rivals

Continued from Page 7

plete game outing, but the
Cardinals managed to push
home the'games' lone run in the
bottom of the fourth inning.
Huegel managed an RBI
single for SMU that brought

RETIREMENT

Stacey Schoenrock paced the
Saint Cloud State offense with a
3-for-4 performance, while
Jamie Trachsel walked and
scored the games lone run.
In the second gime, the
Warriors managed to get eight
hits, including two extra base
hits, off Hoehn, but still couldn't
manage to scrape together a run.
"In both games a hit here or
there would have made the difference," said Holstad.
Webers led the Warriors with
three singles, while Rachel
Seifert contributed a double as
part of a 2-for-3 outing. Fabian
also managed a pair of hits for
WSU.

INSURANCE

Wright home.
The- WatriOrs are baCk in
action at 3 p.m. Friday when
they host Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference foes
Northern State University for a

MUTUAL FUNDS

doubleheader at Maxwell
Field.
WSU then hosts the NSIC
South-Division Crossover
Tournament Saturday and
Sunday.

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this today.

combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our equity accounts, for example, we combine
active management with enhanced indexing. With two
strategies, we have two ways to seek out

Winona State 6, Moorhead State 3
Singles
Jennifer Brooks (MSU) d. Kelly Schenck, 6-2,
6-1; Annie Rollins (MSU) d. JoAnn LaShomb, 6-2,
6-3; Jill Leenderts (WSU) d. Amy Fuoss, 6-0, 6-0;

Beth Voels (WSU) d. Jessica Weiand, 6-1, 6-2;

Wisconsin falls to Michigan
State 53-41 in Final Four
Associated Press

MADISON, Wis. - For Melissa
Nickles, the Badgers' loss Saturday to
Michigan State, ending Wisconsin's historic run in the NCAA tournament, was sad.
But that feeling was short-lived.
"It would have been a surreal experience
for them to go on,- said Nickles. It would
have been absolutely historic. 13ut it wasn't
to be."
The Badgers fell to the Spartans, 53-41,
ending Wisconsin's first run in the Final
Four since 1941. At State Street Brats and
Tavern, fans stood up and applauded as the
game ended.
"Way to go Badgers!" some of them
shouted,
"Great season," said Steve Magyera, 23,
of Milwaukee. "You couldn't ask for anything more -- in the Final Four. That's as
good as it gets."
An hour after the game, about 1,500 revelers were crammed onto State Street, Lt.
Bill Housley estimated.
Many fans posed for the numerous television crews, while a group of partyers
hodypassed a man dressed in a full military
uniform and helmet_ A few fans, at the
encouragement of others, stripped off their
clothing.
"F‘or the most part, it's a well-behaved
crowd, obviously having a little mischievous fun," said Housley. "But there are no
problems."
All was quiet at the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh, said Lt, Donald
Kernler of the campus police.
Revelers at UW-Oshkosh had thrown
bottles at gas mask-wearing officers after
the Bad g ers beat Louisiana. State last week
to enter the Final Four.
UW-Madison student Ryan Krikham,
who said he had been on edge all day in

Check out
other account
Perfqrmante
on the Web
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performance opportunities-helping to make your

With over $250 billion in assets,we're the world's largest

investments work twice as hard.

retirement company and the leading choice on

Return To Me (PC)

CHF GLOBAL
EQUITIES

INDUSTRY
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America's campuses. If that sounds good to

expenses and you'll

see how

you, consider this number 1 800-842-2776.Call and find

TIAA-CREF stands apart from

out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today

the competition.

Singles
Schenck (WSU) d. Kristy McCourtney, 6-1, 62; LaShomb (WSU) d. Beth Norgaard, 6-2, 6-1;

Leenderts (WSU) d. Shelia Toering, 6-0, 6-2; Voels
(WSU) d. Brigid Selvat, 6-1, 6-0; Titze (WSU) d.
Emily Welle, 6-1, 6-1; Harter (WSU) d. Allison
Fick, 6-3, 6-0.

Doubles
LaShomb-Leenderts (WSU) d. McCourtneyNorgaard, 8-2; Schenck-Harter (WSU) d. ToeringSelvat, 8-3; Voels-Titze (WSU) d. Weele-Fick, 8-0.
UW-La Crosse 5, Winona State 4

Singles
Schenck (WSU) d. Brea Lenart, 6-4, 6-3;
LaShomb (WSU) d. Lauren Campbell, 6-4, 6-4;
Jessica White (UW-L) d. Leenderts, 6-4, 7-6 (7-4);
Melissa Protz (UW-L) d. Voels, 6-3, 6-2; Leah
Larson (UW-L) d. Titze, 2-6, 6-2, 7-6 (7-2); Harter
(WSU) d. Trista Fisher, 6-4, 6-2.

Doubles
Lenart-Fisher (UW-L) d. Schenck-LaShomb, 86; Leenderts-Voels (WSU) d. White-Larson, 8-6;
Protz-Becky Langsdorf (UW-L) d. Titze-Suzanne
Bohn, 8-5.

Needed: Current styles
name brand clothing
spring and summer items

Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:30 ,2:45
4, 4. 55pm
Weekday Twilights 4: 55 pm
Evenings 7: 20 & 9: 40 pm

It puts "cash" in your pocket.
Call for an appointment
today!

New York Style Consignment Shop

My Sister's Closet
164 E. 3rd St., Winona, MN 55987
ame Brand Clothes and Accessories

The Road to El Dorado (PG)

507-453-9566

Sat. & Sun. Matinees 1245, 2:45
& 4:40 pm
Weekday Twilights 4:40 pm
Evenings 7:00 & 9:00 pm

and tomorrow.

anticipation of Saturday's game, said the
crowd on State Street showed the loss was •
not reason for depression,
You look around, people are really in a
pretty happy state," said Krikham. "It's sad,
but Michigan State is a tough team."
Stephanie Chamberlain, 31, of Madison,
watched the game at State Street Brats,
cheering everytime the Badgers scored and
lamenting whenever something went
wrong.
"I wanted them to win," she said. "I'm
just happy they got this far. I know that
sounds bad, but I think they feel that way
too."
State' Street was packed throughout the
day, as fans piled into bars and eateries to
watch the game. State Street Brats alone
had about 550 people - a full 21/2 hours
before the game.
One group walked out of the bar and said
they accepted 575 from someone to leave
their table and chairs.
Waude Maitland drove with his wife and
two children all the way from West Bend to
share in the excitement. He had a beer as
his 7-month-old daughter, Tait, dressed in a
tiny red Badgers jacket, bounced on his lap.
Brian Cothroll. 23, had a spot in the
bar's outdoor patio with a clear view of a
television.
"I like the atmosphere and the people,"
said Cothroll as he and friend Melissa
Buran, both students at the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, polished off a pitcher of beer.
At the Inn at the Park hotel, a television
was set up in the lobby so the front desk
helpers could watch the game.
"They're playing a little sloppy," clerk
Ryan Krause said at halftime_ "They need
to tighten up a little."
As the game wound down, Ryan Brown,
23, of New Richmond, didn't show any disappointment.
"We're not a basketball school, anyway,"
said Brown.

Hey Guys & Gals,
"Spring Cleaning Time"

Here on Earth (pg 13)
Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:35, 2:40 &
4:45 pm
Weekday Twilights 4:45 pm
Evenings 7:15 & 9:20 pm

SINCE INCEPTION
5/1/92

Combine this with our low

Winona State 9, Southwest State 0

13)

Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:50, 4:30pm
Weekday Twilights 4:30 pm
Evenings 7:10 & 9:40 pm

EXPENSE RATIO

LaShomb-Leenderts (WSU) d. Brooks-Rollins,
8-4; Schenck-Harter (WSU) d. Baldwin-Fuoss, 8-1;
Voels-Titze (WSU) Weiand-Katie Lundy, 8-2.

Good luck WSU softball at the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference South-Division
Crossover Tournament this weekend.

Sat. & Sun Matinees 12:50, 4:30 pm
Weekday Twilights 4: 30 pm
Evenings 7:00 & 9:30 pm

REF GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCT.'

1 YEAR
AS OF 12J31/99

Carin Titze (WSU) d. Gretchen Baldwin, 6-1, 6-1;
Jessica Seelhammer (MSU) d. Missy Harter, 6-2, 62.
Doubles

Badgers historic run ends

V1111110 .

TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by

direction as it went 12-6 in singles play
on the week with all six singles players Kelly Schenck, Jill Leenderts, JoAnn
LaShomb, Beth Voels, Carin Titze and
Missy Hater - going 2-1.
The Warriors were even more successful in doubles competition as the teams of
Voels and Titze, Schenck and Harter and
LaShomb and Leenderts were undefeated
- each going 2-0.
On the week WSU finished 7-2 in doubles matches, with its only losses coming
in the nonconference match with UW-L.
But even with the loss to the Eagles,
Whitmore was impressed.
"This is a vast improvement in my
opinion," said Whitmore. "Last year
(UW-L) beat us twice by scores of 7-0
and 8-I ."
The Warriors are back in action on
Saturday when they travel to Bemidji,
Minn., to take on the Beavers for bemidji
State University. .

"Everything you need is in
My Sister's Closet."

The Skulls (PG 13)
-

Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:35, 2:40
& 4:45 pm
Weekday Tkvilights 4:45 pm
Evenings 7:10 & 9:20 pm

American Beauty (R)

PTA

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

1 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-(ref.org/minn

fl

Sat. & Sun. Matinees 12:30, 2:45,
4:55
Weekday Twilights 4:55 pm
Evenings 7:15 & 9:30 pm
All seats before 6:00 pm: $3.75
PLAY DATES 3/31-4-06

Dr_ Peter J. Zekire ri
N ew Pa t3ertea

Welcome

dente)
Cosmetic & Fami ly .d

Hotline
452-4172
77 W 2nd St.
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Split
Continued from Page 7

Page 9

Woods favorite
to win second
green jacket
Associated Press

Jim Sewastynowicz/WiNoNAN

Winona State University's Travis Welch dives back into second base as Bemidji State's Chad Falk receives the
ball trying to pick off Welch. Welch got back to the base safely and eventually scored as the Warriors defeated
BSU 18-2 in a nonconference game as part of the 2000 River City Classic Saturday at Loughrey Field.
Pointers 6, Warriors 2

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point proved to be too much for WSU to
handle, as the Pointers used solid pitching to defeat the Warriors.
The game broke open in the second
inning when UW-SP knocked in five
runs, three of them coming off a Sam
Molski home run.
"That was the big blow, that three-run
home run really hurt us bad," said Grob.
The five-run second inning also
chased Warrior starter Troy Heifort. In
his two innings of work Heifort allowed
seven hits while walking two and striking out three.
John Spaeth took over for Heifort in
the third inning and held UW-SP to only
one hit over the next four innings.
This allowed the Warriors to attempt a
rally.
In the fourth inning Erik Steigerwald
laced a two-run single for WSU to pull
within three runs at 5-2.
However, that was all the offense
Pointers pitcher Bill Verbrick allowed.
Verbick, who tossed a complete game
for UW-Stevens Point, allowing only
seven hits, while walking one and striking out one.
"We knew it was going to be a tough
game because Stevens Point is a strong
team and they proved it," said Grob.
Steigerwald led the Warrior offensive

effort batting 2-for-3 with 2 RBIs.
Welch added a 2-for-3 outing for WSU,
while Altavilla and Pitzenberger each
scored a run.
Molski had a pair of hits to pace a
Pointer offense that got hits out of seven
of its nine starters. He also contributed
four RBIs, while Jon Jagler and Randy
Reed added run scoring singles.
Warriors 6, Saints 1

The first inning told the story of
Friday's first game between WSU and
the College of St. Scholastica, Duluth,
Minn.
The Warriors scored five runs in the
bottom of the first inning to roll to the
victory.
St. Scholastica committed three errors
in the inning that befuddled their coach.
"I haven't been this disappointed in
my eight years of coaching at St.
Scholastica," said coach John Baggs. "In
one inning we had our worst at bats the
whole season and our worst defensive
performance. For one inning we weren't
a 13-1 team."
Denzer started the Warrior inning
with a walk. He advanced to third on
Simon's single. Denzer then came
around to score on Zick's single to left.
Saints' left fielder Derek Bilben misplayed the ball, allowing Simon and Zick
to move up to third and second base
respectively.
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University women'S.traek and field team"
plaCed 11th at the - .University of
WiSconsin-Stout 'Blue Devil. Invitational

Saturday. .
Moorhead State !University won the
15 teams meet<with a : team score of 109.5,
i followed by the Universtty;o€ WisconsinEau Claire,.(1.O6) and Minnesota State;

Guenther, who finished the 10,0
~el1y Stewart also'. manage
meter race in a time of 41 minutes, 38.76 showin
seconds, helped WSU to a team total of
.
34 points,
Meter dash with a time
e 13.18 and fifth
Nora Prom added a third place finish in the-200-meter dash with a time of .
in the discus with a throw o 6- 26.97:
inches.
Stewart contributed her fifth place finJill Miller contributed a fourth place ish in the 400-meter dash with a time of
showing in the> 100-meter dash with a 1:05.04. .
time of 13.12.
The Warriors have a week off before
Amy Kuenstler added a pair of fifth returning to competition at the UWplace finishes for the Warriors; while Whitewater Invitational April 15,

Spartans

Continued from Page 7

Mateen came back this year," he said.
"It's been tough waiting these 21 years.
But they've been great the last couple of
years, and I knew they were going to win
it all."
Cleaves, the Final Four's most outstanding player, rolled his ankle early in
the second half and had to go to the locker room to have it taped. He had helped
the Spartans build the 11-point halftime
lead by scoring 13 points, including going
3-for-3 from 3-point range, and negated
Florida's vaunted full-court pressure with
his ballhandling and passing.
"I told them he'll be back. Let's not get
our heads down," said Izzo. "I just knew."

He was right, of course.
"I told the trainer they'd have to amputate it to keep me out of this one," said
Cleaves.
When he left with 16:18 to play the
Spartans led 50-44. His teammates got the
lead to 58-50 by the time he returned 4:29
later. But the senior guard who missed the
first 13 games of the season while recovering from a stress fracture in his right
foot, was again the team's emotional
leader.
Cleaves' long pass to Morris Peterson
for a layup made it 60-50. He was leveled
while setting a screen a few minutes later,
but it was enough to spring A.J. Granger

Out of luelano
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Celtic music
Coming to Winona State
Univerzsity

Weenesoczy
EI:00 pm
S rrase n Aubitorzium

Tickets are $2 and are
available at the door.
vra

Short then singled to left, scoring
Simon. Bilben committed another error,
allowing Zick to score and Short to
move up to third. Altavilla then hit a sacrifice fly to center field to bring in Short.
The final run in the inning came when
Van Eperen singled to right scoring
Pitzenberger.
"That first inning was something that
I was hoping would come for a long
time," said Grob. "We're alert and
aggressive base running as we took
advantage of their miscues."
The five runs scored in the first inning
were more than enough for Warrior starting pitcher Derek Johnson. Johnson
threw six innings, striking out seven for
his first win.
"Derek has pitched well all year,"
said Grob. "He's been an added dimension to our pitching staff."
Johnson's only mistake came in the
top of the sixth inning when Bilben hit a
solo home run to right field.
The Warriors' final run came in the
bottom of the sixth inning as Altavilla
singled to left and scored on a wild pitch
from Saint reliever J.D. Halley.
Simon, Altavilla, and Van Eperen led
WSU's hitting attack with two hits
apiece.
Bilben had two of St. Scholastica's
six hits.

Questions call 457-9480
Sponsored in part by the Art Club
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for a 3-pointer that started a 16-6 run that
made it 84-66 and put the game away.
"Mateen Cleaves is a great point guard.
He showed it tonight," said Florida's
Mike Miller.
Michigan State had been on a mission
since losing to Duke in the Final Four last
season.
Anything short of a national championship would have been a disappointment.
"We made some promises. We
answered the promises," said Izzo.
Udonis Haslem had a season-high 27
points for the fifth-seeded Gators (29-9),
while Brent Wright added 13 points and
10 rebounds.

AUGUSTA, Ga. —
Youngest Masters champion
ever. Lowest 72-hole score
since Augusta National first
opened its gates in 1934.
Largest margin of victory in a
major championship since
Young Tom Morris in the 1870
British Open.
And then, Tiger Woods
started over.
The genius of Woods is that
he is not satisfied with what he
has done if it won't carry him
to what he hopes to accomplish. The records he set during that historic romp through
Augusta in 1997 were not the
ones that mattered.
Jack Nicklaus won six
green jackets. Woods wants at
least that many. Nicklaus won
18 professional majors. Woods
has his sights set on 19 and
beyond.
"He judges everything
against Jack Nicklaus. That's
his barometer," said Butch
Harmon, Woods' swing coach
the past seven years.
And so, not long after he
won the Masters at age 21,
Woods decided to rebuild his
swing and remake his game.
He added precision to his
power. His swing is less steep,
allowing him to control his
distance with irons.
His short game has never
been better. Just two weeks
ago in the Bay Hill
Invitational, Woods missed 13
greens on the weekend and got
up-and-down 12 times.
One thing that has never
changed is his desire to set
new standards.
"He's got phenomenal
focus," said Nicklaus. "If he
can keep that going for a long
period of time, he'll break all
of my records — and everyone
else's."
The pursuit of those records
returns this week at Augusta
National, where Woods is the
favorite to win the 64th
Masters.
The course is set up perfectly for Woods. It requires
length off the tee, approach
shots into specific areas of the
lightning-quick, undulating
greens, an imaginative short
game and a soft, fearless touch
with the putter.
Woods has all that and
more. He started thinking
about the Masters as early as
January, shaping his shots,
getting the right trajectory, the
correct divot pattern, his grip,
his stance. Even last week, he
had a crucial par putt at the
17th hole that reminded him of
Augusta.
"In the back of your mind,
it is always there," he said.
Just like Woods is in the
back of everyone's mind. He
comes into the Masters having
won or finished second in 10
of his last 11 PGA Tour events.
He has won 65.1 percent of the
purse in his seven tournaments
this year. His worse score this
year is a 73 at Spyglass.

No, he doesn't win every
week.
Phil Mickelson stopped
Woods' winning streak at six
— the longest on tour since
1945 — at San Diego and will
be a threat to finally win his
first major at Augusta.
Darren Clarke outplayed
Woods to win the Match Play
Championship and could be
the one to add to Europe's run
of 11 victories in the Masters
since 1980, including that of
Jose Maria Olazabal last year.
Hal Sutton verbally challenged Woods in The Players
Championship, then beat him
on an unforgiving course by
making par or better on 44 of
the final 45 holes. Sutton hasn't made the cut in the Masters
since 1985, but he reminded
his peers that Woods is human.
Woods might not win the
Masters this week, but odds
are he will at least give himself a chance. He always does.
"That's one of the reasons
why I changed my golf swing
in '97, is that I felt like I
couldn't be in contention
every time I teed it up with the
swing I used to have," he said.
"Now my bad shots aren't bad.
My good shots are always
going to be pretty good, but
it's the bad ones that are the
key to shooting good, solid
numbers."
A year ago, Woods sat in
the interview room at Augusta
National under a dimmer spotlight. The best player in the
world was David Duval, who
had won four times before the
Masters and presented more
than a threat to Woods' throne.
"How does it feel to be
Avis?" Woods was asked.
He smiled and played along
with the game.
"Not much of a rivalry, is
it?" said Duval. "I think he
wanted to be No. 1 again. He
didn't like not being called the
best player. We've all seen
what has happened since
then."
Just look at him now.
Dating to last year's Masters,
Woods won 10 times and hasn't finished worse than 18th in
a stroke-play tournament.
During that same span, his
top four challengers — Duval,
Mickelson, Davis Love III and
Ernie Els — have combined to
win one tournament.
"I don't count him out of
any tournament nowadays,"
said Mark O'Meara, the '98
Masters champion. He's
developed all the shots. His
advantage with his length and
with his short game and
putting ... Augusta fits his
game to a tee."
Still, the Masters does not
belong to Woods alone.
Duval, who has gone a year
without winning, has given
himself a chance on the back
nine Sunday each of the past
two years. He has been in
position to win four times this
year and insists he is "almost
there."
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Womens' Alpine Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine Ski
. Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is
chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado
physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important) while reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home. (For men
too!)
This is, honestly, a fantastically succesful diet. If it weren't,
the Us Womens' Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it!
Right? So, give yourself the same break the US Ski team gets. Lose
weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other
diets, you owe it to yourself to try the US Womens' Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today! Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 - add . 50 cents RUSH service to:
MIDWEST ASSOCIATES, 3318 S. Glenstone, Suite 308, Springfield,
MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Tea Diet will do.
© 1999

MEXICAN RESTAURANT
1415 Service Dr., Winona, MN (507) 452-8202
p

Buy Any Entree for Regular
Menu Price, Get the Second
(of equal or lesser value)

HALFPRICE!!!

a

•Expires 60 days from 4/5/00 •
for WSU students only
•The above special not good in conjunction with any other
coupon special.
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Missions
Continued from Page 1
"It made me realize how
many people have it worse off
than we do," said Soler.
The week-long project was
organized through Franciscans
for the Poor, Inc. Parlin said the
trip "had a good visioning of
providing for all the different
needs of the poor."
Sophomore Rachael Johll
said she enjoyed touring and
helping at the homeless shelter.
"It's a good experience
because it's a reality check," she
said.
The trip to Cincinnati was
the seventh annual mission trip
sponsored by the Newman
Center. They have done innercity work in Chicago, Rockford,
Ill., Little Rock, Ark. and
Kansas City, Mo.
Lutheran Campus Center

A two-week stay in
Christianhed on the island of St.
Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, was
the spring break trip Pastor John
Carrier and five WSU students
opted to take.
Carrier and a group of
Winona State students worked
on St. Croix five years ago with
the Lutheran Disaster Response
and made a number of contacts.
He spoke with the pastor of the
Lord God of Sabaoth Lutheran
Church in Christianhed at a conference last year and was told
help was needed, so Carrier
decided to get a group together

and make the trip again.
The group focused their time
fixing up a quadraplex used to
house poor, elderly people.
Freshman Kris Anderson
enjoyed spending two weeks in
a summer atmosphere and was
proud of the work the group
accomplished.
"We helped out some people
who wouldn't have been helped
otherwise," she said.
According to Carrier the
house "was in pretty rough
shape," but after the cleaning,
painting and repairing it had
made much progress.
"The people in the congregation were really impressed," he
said. "When we were finished it
was a really nice place to live."
The group also spent time
getting to know the LGOS
youth group. Anderson said it
was a learning experience talking about the different cultures
and language dialects between
the two groups. Carrier said one
of the main reasons for traveling
to St. Croix was because of the
cross-cultural experience the
students would receive.
Carrier is planning to travel
to St. Croix again next year and
wants faculty and staff, as well
as students, to be a part of the
mission trip.
Habitat for Humanity

Thirteen WSU students traveled to Cleveland, Ohio, to help

with the construction of a house
sponsored by Home Depot.
Junior Molly Dankert said they
dry-walled, sanded the drywall,
insulated the attic and put up
siding on the house during their
four days of work.
"It's really neat to know that
many students, that they feel so
compelled to make a difference," she said. "It's really
humbling that you learn so
much from the people you are
working with."
WSU's Habitat for Humanity
chapter sent another nine students to Oklahoma City, Okla.,
to paint two houses and begin
building another one.
The houses were being painted and built for people who had
lost their homes in a tornado
during the spring of 1999.
Freshman Heidi Auchtung
said the group worked on the
early construction of a house.
They built the walls and connected them to the foundation,
put tresses on and nailed decking to the roof during their five
days of work.
Auchtung said it was neat to
see a house be built so quickly.
Sara Bauer was also amazed
by the day-to-day progress of
building the house.
"It was hard to leave because
I wanted to see it (the house)
done," she said.

Adventure

Ceremonies

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
"I'd much rather have it this
way than not having my family
there with me. The only downfall is not graduating with all my
friends."
The student speaker for the
morning commencement is
Laura Letouneau, and the
speaker for the afternoon ceremony is Chris Psender.
The Graduate Students
Commencement Ceremony will
be at 7 p.m. May 19 in
Rochester. This ceremony will
recognize graduate students of
WSU and of the WSU
Rochester University Center. In
the past graduate students were
included in the commencement
ceremonies in Winona.

This ceremony includes
hooding, in which the students
have hoods presented to them
by a faculty or family member.
Master's degree students are eligible to wear hoods on their
gowns.
"This gives us an opportunity to focus on the graduate students, and give them a little
more recognition," said Pauline
Christensen, director of graduate and continuing education.
The ceremony will be held in
the evening because many graduate students are working
adults. This allows for a better
time and better attendance for
both the students and their families.

initially thought but helped put
many aspects of planning and
initiating a three-day recreational event into perspective.
And procrastination, she
learned, is out of the question.
"If you want it to happen,
you really have to work and do
it now," she said.
Sarah Frasier, a third-year
student and member of the biking committee, said one of the

biggest challenges was coming
up with the $2,000 budget.
"We had to do a lot of climbing up the ladder to reach the
goal," she said.
The
students
received
$1,000 from the university and
expect registration fees to cover
the rest. The classes will donate
any proceeds to the Red Cross
and begin saving for a permanent adventure program.
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The Winonan is looking for
sports writers. If you are a
Winona State University
student and are interested
in writing for the Winonan
for the remainder of this year or for the
2000-2001 school year, stop in The
Winonan and fill out an application or
contact sports editor Mike Kaebisch at
457-5520 for more information.

Getting a diploma is a smart thing to
do. But paying for a college education is
not getting any easier.
TCF NATIONAL BANK Minnesota
can help. TCF BANK offers several loan
programs for students and parents to help
you get that diploma.
Call us for more information and an
application toll-free at 800-247-1092
Ext. 8100.
NATIONAL

1.
Canoe the Root River — noon to 7 or 8 p.m. May 5
2.
Explore Popp's Cave — 10 a.m. May 6
3.
Indoor Climbing Wall — 9 to 11 a.m. May 6 at the University of La Crosse
4.
Bike the Trempealeau Refuge Trail — May 6
5.
Birding adventure at Prairie Island — May 6
6.
Adventure Challenge Race — May 7 — must have team of three; make sure each team
member completes registration form and waiver and staple and return all forms together.

$10/person

Total number of events

Total fee

$10
$10
$10
$10
$5

For more information, contact Buzz Bocher in Memorial Hall, Room 131, at 457-5496 or at bbocher@winona.msus.edu . Details
for each adventure are on the bulletin board in Memorial Hall, Room 131. Registration is non-refundable after April 21.
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Waiver of liability, idemnification, and medical release
I am aware to the dangers and the risk to my person and property involved in participating in the "WS Challenges U" Weekend May 5-7, 2000
READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING
I have agreed to participate in the "WS Challenges U" Adventure weekend recreational activities provided by Winona State University, Winona, MN (the "University")
on May 5-7, 2000. I am not required to participate in this program. My participation is wholly voluntarily.
The "WS Challenges U" weekend consists of caving, Bicycling, rollerblading, canoeing birding, indoor climbing, and hiking. I am aware of the dangers to my person
and property involved in participating in these activities. Risks associated in my participation in the "WS Challenges U" weekend, include, but are not limited to, contact
with other participants, effects of weather, traffic, and other environmental conditions. All such risks are known, and understood by me.
In consideration of the University's agreement to permit me to participate in the program, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, I agree as follows:
I agree to abide by the safety rules and regulations (c.g, helmets for bicycling, and rollerblading, lifejackets for canoeing, obeying street crossing guards for the adventure race, etc.) as set by the "WS Challenges U" staff. Failure to do so would disqualify me from participation.
1, individually, and on the behalf of my heirs, successors, assigns, and personal representatives, hereby release and forever discharge the University, the State of
Minnesota, and its employees, agents, officers, trusties and representatives (in their official and individual capacities) ("Releasees") from any and all liability whatsoever for any and all damages, losses or injuries (including death) I sustain to my person or property or both, including, but not limited to any claims, demands, actions, causes of action, judgements , damages, expenses and costs, including attorney fees, which arise out of result from, occur during, or arc connected in any manner with my participation in the "WS Challenges U" weekend whether caused by the negligence of the Releasees or otherwise: except that which is the result of gross negligence and /or
wanton misconduct by the Releasees. I agree that this waiver covers each and.every "WS Challenges U" weekend activity and event in which I participate.
1, individually, and on behalf of my heirs, successors, assigns and personal representatives, hereby agree to imdcmnify, defend and hold harmless the University and
its employees, agents officers, trusties and representatives ((in their official and individual capacities) from any and all liability, loss, damage or expense, including attorney fees, that they or any of the incur or sustain as a result of any claims, demands, actions, causes of action, damages, judgements costs or expenses, including attorney
fees, which arise out of, occur during, or are in any way connected with my participation in the "WS Challenge U" weekend.
I hereby consent to receive medical treatment that may be deemed advisable in the event of injury, accident or illness during this activity or event.
I agree that this waiver, Release and Indemnification Agreement is to be construed under the laws of the State of Minnesota, U.S.A.: and that if any portion thereof is
held invalid, the balance hereof shall, notwithstanding, continue in full legal force and effect. I agree that this Agreement is to be construed broadly to provide a release,
indemnification and waiver to be the maximum extent permissible under applicable law. In signing this document 1 hereby acknowledge that I have read this entire document, that I understand the terms, that I am at least eighteen (18) years of age, that by signing it I am giving up substantial legal rights I might otherwise have, and that
I have signed it knowingly and voluntarily.
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College
Recollections
This paperweight is cast from pure

(To be signed by students and all others, participating in the event)

Name (please print)

vets

at St. Cloud St
vs. UW-La,crosse

E-mail address

Please place an X by the following adventure(s) you wish to participate in:

Signature
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SMART MONEY

Each adventure has limited participant space. Staple your completed form, signed waiver (below) and cash or check together, and
return them to Memorial Hall, Room 113. Please make checks payable to WSU.
Name

Warrior spa

InterVarsity

Panama City Beach, Fla.,
had 100 students from five different colleges, 14 of them from
WSU, walking up and down the
beach from March 11 through
19 asking people if they wanted
to talk about God.
"A lot of people were willing
to talk, so that was neat," said
sophomore Eric Overland. He
said about five out of every six
groups he approached were
willing to talk about their religious beliefs.
Junior Karen Cochenour
said, "We were down there for a
different reason other people
were down there," she said.
She said she enjoyed reaching out to people and finding out
what they think about God,
although she admitted it was
intimidating walking up to
strangers.
Overland and junior Kyle
Larson wore microphones and
were followed by a camera crew
from the television show 20/20
while they spoke with college
students on the beach. Overland
and Larson were later interviewed for a segment that will
air in May or June.
The InterVarsity members
also organized and sponsored a
volleyball tournament and participated in nightly gatherings
that involved singing, speakers
and evangelism training.

American glass. Its rimmed with one
of the colors of the college of your
choice. A pen & ink reproduction
drawing of a landmark scene of
your school is visible
through the thick
glass. Virtually, every four-year college and university, including
medical and law
schools, can be
ordered. Give the
gift that will
bring back wonderful
memories every day of the year.
Paper weight is $30 each, personalization is available

5clwIc'

77 East 3rd St.
Hours:
:lb Mon.- Fri.: 9- 5:30
Sat.: 9-5
ACC 1862
507-454-3643
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Making flag burning illegal doesn't
infringe on rights
n March 29, Congress
voted on amending the
TIM
U.S. Constitution to
make desecration of the
MILLER
American flag illegal. It was
narrowly defeated by four
votes. This issue, although a
sensitive one, leads citizens to
Editorial
question whether flag burning
should be considered part of Columnist
free speech and protected by
the First Amendment of the Constitution.
We discussed the issue in one of my classes last week. The
majority of my classmates agreed with Congress' decision and said
making flag burning illegal would infringe on the rights we have as
American citizens. I was in the minority.
To be honest with you, it doesn't affect my life one way or the
other that this amendment was voted down. I do consider burning
the flag a form of speech, but it's a form I believe is disgraceful and
disrespectful.
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.) was quoted in an
article on abcnews.com as saying the flag "is an embodiment of our
heritage, our liberties and indeed our sovereignty as a nation."
When I think about the flag I think about those who fought in
past wars, those who served and those who died for our country,
fighting for what they believed in ... freedom.
My professor said he thinks making flag burning illegal
infringes on his rights to free speech. He said it infringes on the
rights of people who want to make a statement to or about the government.
While I see his point, there are plenty of other ways to make a
statement to the government aside from burning the primary symbol of our country. Part of what the flag stands for is freedom of
speech. As one person put it my class, you're only being a hypocrite by lighting it on fire.
I also believe flag burning could cause uproar among citizens.
This brings in the case of "fighting words." For those not familiar
with the term, my Mass Media Law textbook defines fighting
words as words that have a tendency to directly cause acts of violence by the individuals to whom they are addressed.
While flag burning is an action that conveys a nonverbal message, it definitely has the potential to cause acts of violence by
those who instigated it and by those who are against it.
Let me say I am not a die-hard supporter of making flag burning illegal. I think I am an op-eit=iiiirided person willing to listen to
what others have to say. I just don't see any reason why flag burning should be legal. I don't ever plan on burning the flag. HI have
a problem with the government, I will approach it differently.
Burning the flag is disrespectful to those who fought for what
we have today; I don't believe anybody who fought in past wars
was fighting for the right to burn the flag as part of free speech.
Why should we amend the Constitution and make flag burning
ileegal? Not to limit our free speech — we should do it out of
respect.
Tim Miller is an editorial columnist for the Winonan and can be
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Letters to
the Editor
Dear Editor,
Thanks for the coverage in the article "Health Services helps
students quit smoking." For the record, there have been approximately 80 (not 25) students in the program this academic year.
Our smoking program began Spring Semester of 1999 and since
then there have been over 100 students who participated. Based
on last semester's statistics, over 40 percent (not 70 percent) of
students are tobacco free. This is something that we (not to mention the ex-smokers themselves) are pleased with. Thank you.
Maureen Guillou, R.N.
WSU Health Services

Revival not a synonym for regression
hen exactly did it
happen? When did
we all jump from the
magical world of childhood to
the stressful world of adulthood? When did we trade trips
to the moon and days spent as
superheroes for night classes
and 9-to-5 jobs?
There are too many people
who've forgotten how to be a
kid. In the rush to grow up and
get a career, stability and financial independence, we've forgotten about the wonder and
excitement the world once held.
Science has explained, people
have rationalized and laws have
dictated what life will be like.
For the rest of ,our lives.
But there was a time when
we could fly and build great
cities. Days when we could be a
doctor and a racecar driver and
a mommy or daddy. When we
could color outside the lines, eat
food without worrying about fat
content and wear a cape to
class.
Adolescence, and suddenly
anything childish is "uncool."
Who wants to ride a bike when
you can borrow your parents'

W

MISSY
TEFF

Copy
Editor
car? We trade in our coloring
books for textbooks, lunchboxes for lunch cards and creative
quirks for cool moves that "fit
in."
Those who resisted and held
on to their imagination and
wonder were likely ridiculed.
Different was not something
you wanted to be. Young was
not something you wanted to
be. And being different by
retaining some of that youth
was definitely taboo. It was
time to be mature. Grown up.
Adult.
Now, as we sit behind a pile
of unfinished paperwork, we're
left wondering why we gave up
those carefree days and attitudes.
Maybe some people didn't

"Youth is wasted
on the young."

REMINDER
All tellers to the editor must
be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates. Letters received
after the deadline will be held
for pubtication in the following
issue unless instructed otherwise by the author. To be published letters from students
must include full name,
major, year in school and
telephone number. Letters
from faculty members must
include full name, title or
department and phone number to be published. Letters
from community members
must include full name and
phone number.

lose it. I know people who revel don't have time for such childin their afternoon naps, always ish activities." Remember, we
eat chocolate chip cookies with have been taught to rationalize,
milk, watch cartoons and play prioritize and something-ize
outside whenever possible. The until fun has been postponed to
look on their faces, their tempo- "after the important work is
rary oblivion to homework and done." But fun should be
problems, is
wonderful. important. Scheduling time to
play basketball or take a bubble
Wonderful and obtainable.
Think back to the last time bath is just as important as
you acted as your inner child cleaning out the refrigerator.
Take some of the childish
would dictate ... when you
ordered the chocolate ice cream traits you were told to leave
with extra chocolate sauce or behind at adolescence and
when you bought a cool new toy revive them. Write notes in
even if your, definition of toy crayon. Run around in a park
has changed to an accessory for (which will also help slow the
effects of those extra ice cream
your car.
I mean, how often do you sundaes). Ride your bike to
see a person skipping and your friend's house. For just a
few moments, know that the
frowning at the same time?
I'm not saying you should world no longer shuns those
resort to acting as a total child, who color with chalk or play on
no matter how cute and the swingset. Now it's the rest
adorable you were. Temper of the world who will be jealous
tantrums and screaming rarely you have the ability to return to
hold up in a classroom, and a these activities.
Missy Teff is a copy editor
consistent diet of Spaghetti-O's
is less than nutritionally bal- for the Winonan and can be
anced. It's all about finding a reached via campus e-mail at
mteff0221.
place for imagination and play.
With meetings and deadlines, it's all too easy to say, "I

-George Bernard Shaw
I 856-11950
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•
We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The
opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State
College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any quest
tions or comments should be directed to the VVinonan publication board, managing editor, editorf
al staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday pu 11
on at
and include your name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. 1.0.14
be sent via e-mail to: Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
All letters are subject to editing when space is limited,.
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Added to the National
Park System in 1909,
Zion National Park covers 229 square miles in
southwest Utah.
Offering spectacular
views of massive multicolored cliffs, deep
canyons and the most
diverse plant life in Utah,
Zion draws nearly 2.5
million yearly visitors
from all around the
globe. Many year-round
activities such as hiking,
biking, backpacking,
rock climbing, horseback
riding, fishing and water
sports are enjoyed in the
mild winter and hot
summer climates.
Photos and text by

Brian Hanson

